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Abstract. Let G be a symplectic group over a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic
zero and odd residual characteristic. Given an irreducible cuspidal representation of G,
we determine its Langlands parameter (equivalently, its Jordan blocks in the language of
Mœglin) in terms of the local data from which the representation is explicitly constructed,
up to a possible unramified twist in each block of the parameter. We deduce a Ramification
Theorem for G, giving a bijection between the set of endo-parameters for G and the set
of restrictions to wild inertia of discrete Langlands parameters for G, compatible with the
local Langlands correspondence. The main tool consists in analysing the Hecke algebra
of a good cover, in the sense of Bushnell–Kutzko, for parabolic induction from a cuspidal
representation of GˆGLn, seen as a maximal Levi subgroup of a bigger symplectic group, in
order to determine reducibility points; a criterion of Mœglin then relates this to Langlands
parameters.
Introduction
0.1. Let F be a locally compact nonarchimedean local field of odd residual characteristic
and denote by WF the Weil group of F . Let G be the symplectic group preserving a
nondegenerate alternating form on a 2N -dimensional F -vector space. The local Langlands
conjectures for G (now a theorem of Arthur [2] when F has characteristic zero) stipulate
that to an irreducible (smooth, complex) representation pi of G is attached a Langlands
parameter, and the representations with a given parameter form a finite set of isomorphism
classes, called an L-packet for G.
Since the symplectic group is split, Langlands parameters for G are simply continuous ho-
momorphisms φ from WF ˆ SL2pCq into the dual group Gˆ “ SO2N`1pCq, taken up to
conjugation, such that the p2N ` 1q-dimensional representation ι ˝ φ of WF ˆ SL2pCq, ob-
tained from the inclusion ι of Gˆ into GL2N`1pCq, is semisimple. If pi is a discrete series
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representation of G, then its parameter φ is discrete, that is, the image of φ is not contained
in a proper parabolic subgroup of Gˆ; equivalently, ι ˝ φ is the direct sum of inequivalent
irreducible orthogonal representations of WF ˆSL2pCq, and has determinant 1. In that case
giving ι ˝ φ up to equivalence is the same as giving φ up to conjugation in Gˆ.
On the other hand, we have an explicit description of the cuspidal representations of G
via the theory of types [35], in the spirit of the classification of the irreducible representa-
tions of GLnpF q of Bushnell–Kutzko [10]. It is our goal in this paper to describe as much
as possible of the Langlands parameter of a cuspidal representation of G from its explicit
construction. We will denote by CusppGq the set of equivalence classes of cuspidal represen-
tations of G, and by ΦcusppGq the subset of discrete Langlands parameters consisting of those
parameters with a cuspidal representation in the corresponding L-packet (see paragraph 0.5
below for a more detailed description).
0.2. At the technical and arithmetic heart of the construction of cuspidal representations
of G and GLnpF q is the theory of endo-classes of simple characters – families of very special
characters of compact open subgroups. An irreducible cuspidal representation of GLnpF q
contains, up to conjugacy, a unique such simple character and thus determines an endo-class.
By considering the endo-classes in its cuspidal support, an arbitrary irreducible represen-
tation of GLnpF q then determines a formal sum of endo-classes (with multiplicities), which
we call an endo-parameter of degree n (see paragraph 2.7). We write EEnpF q for the set of
endo-parameters of degree n.
Similarly, an irreducible cuspidal representation of G is constructed from a semisimple char-
acter, and thus also comes from an endo-parameter, the weighted formal sum of the endo-
classes of its simple components; moreover, the semisimple character is self-dual so that
every endo-class appearing must also be self-dual. Thus the construction of an irreducible
cuspidal representation of G gives rise to a self-dual endo-parameter of degree 2N . We
write EE sd2NpF q for the set of these self-dual endo-parameters.
0.3. The notions of endo-class and endo-parameter admit an instructive interpretation via
the local Langlands correspondence. Denote by PF the wild ramification subgroup of the
Weil group WF . Then the (First) Ramification Theorem [6, 8.2 Theorem] says that there
is a unique bijection between the set of endo-classes over F and the set of WF -orbits of
irreducible complex representations of PF , which is compatible with the local Langlands
correspondence for general linear groups. This then induces a bijection, again compatible
with the Langlands correspondence, between the set of endo-parameters of degree n and
the set of equivalence classes of n-dimensional complex representations of PF which are
invariant under conjugation by WF (see 7.3 Theorem for a precise statement). We call these
representations of PF wild parameters.
Our first main result (or, rather, the last in the scheme of proof) is an analogous ramification
theorem for the symplectic group G. First we see that the bijection above restricts to
a bijection between self-dual endo-classes and self-dual WF -orbits of irreducible complex
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representations of PF . (Note that we really mean that the orbit is self-dual: the only
self-dual irreducible complex representation of PF is the trivial representation, since p is
odd.) We say that a p2N ` 1q-dimensional wild parameter is discrete self-dual if it is a sum
of self-dual WF -orbits of irreducible complex representations of PF , and write Ψsd2N`1pF q
for the set of such wild parameters. These are precisely the restrictions to wild inertia of
discrete Langlands parameters. We prove the following Ramification Theorem for G (see
the end of the introduction for remarks on the characteristic).
Theorem (7.6 Theorem). Suppose F is of characteristic zero. There is a unique bijec-
tion EE sd2NpF q Ñ Ψsd2N`1pF q which is compatible with the Langlands correspondence for cus-
pidal representations of G:
CusppGq // //

ΦcusppGq

EE sd2NpF q „ // Ψsd2N`1pF q
The bijection here is not just that in the case of general linear groups (indeed, the degree
has changed): one must first take the square of every endo-class in the support of the endo-
parameter, then map across using the bijection for general linear groups, and finally add the
trivial representation of PF .
0.4. The Ramification Theorem for G is in fact a consequence of rather more precise
results, proved on the automorphic side of the Langlands correspondence. To explain the
connection, we recall in more detail the structure of discrete Langlands parameters, and the
results of Mœglin.
There is, up to isomorphism, exactly one irreducible m-dimensional representation Stm
of SL2pCq, for each m ě 1. Thus an irreducible representation of WF ˆ SL2pCq is a tensor
product σ b Stm, where σ is an irreducible representation of WF ; moreover it is orthogonal
if and only if either σ is self-dual symplectic and m is even, or σ is self-dual orthogonal
and m is odd. By the Langlands correspondence for GLn [24, 19, 20], such a σ is the
Langlands parameter of a (single) cuspidal representation ρ of GLnpF q, where n “ dimσ.
Saying that σ is self-dual is saying that ρ is self-dual (i.e. isomorphic to its contragredient),
and σ is then symplectic (resp. orthogonal) if the Langlands–Shahidi L-function Lps,Λ2, ρq
(resp. Lps, Sym2, ρq) has a pole at s “ 0 [21], in which case we say that ρ is of symplectic
(resp. orthogonal) type.
In conclusion, a discrete parameter φ for G can be given by a set of (distinct) pairs pρi,miq,
where ρi is an isomorphism class of irreducible cuspidal representations of GLnipF q, with ni
and mi positive integers, and
‚ ři nimi “ 2N ` 1,‚ each ρi is self-dual, of symplectic type if mi is even and of orthogonal type if mi is
odd,
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‚ if ωi is the central character of ρi then śi ωmii “ 1.
0.5. If pi is an irreducible cuspidal representation of G and φ is its parameter, Mœglin [30]
has given a criterion to determine the set attached to φ as above, i.e. the pairs pρi,miq that
she calls the “Jordan blocks” of pi; we write Jordppiq for this set of pairs. Let us explain her
results.
For any positive integer n, the group GLnpF q ˆG appears naturally as a standard maximal
Levi subgroup of Sp2pN`nqpF q. If ρ is a cuspidal representation of GLnpF q we can form the
parabolically induced representation ρνs ¸ pi (we use normalized induction and induce via
the standard parabolic), where s is here a real parameter and ν is the character g ÞÑ | det g|F
of GLnpF q. If no unramified twist of ρ is self-dual then ρνs ¸ pi is always irreducible. On
the other hand, if ρ is self-dual, there is a unique spipρq ě 0 such that ρνs ¸ pi is reducible if
and only if s “ ˘spipρq.
We define the reducibility set Redppiq to be the set of isomorphism classes of cuspidal repre-
sentations ρ of some GLnpF q, with n ě 1, for which 2spipρq ´ 1 is a positive integer. Indeed,
it is known that 2spipρq is an integer [31], so the condition for ρ to lie in Redppiq is that spipρq
is neither 0 nor 1{2. The Jordan set Jordppiq is then the set of pairs pρ,mq, where ρ P Redppiq
and 2spipρq ´ 1 “ m` 2k, for some integer k ě 0.
From its construction, Jordppiq is “without holes” in the sense that, if it contains pρ,mq then
it also contains pρ,m ´ 2q whenever m ´ 2 ą 0. However there may be discrete series non-
cuspidal representations of G with the same parameter as pi; this happens as soon as Jordppiq
contains a pair pρ,mq with m ą 1. For the number of cuspidal representations of G with a
given parameter (without holes), see [28] (recalled in paragraph 7.4 below).
0.6. The results of Mœglin described in the previous paragraph now say that, in order
to determine the Langlands parameter of an irreducible cuspidal representation pi of G, we
need only compute the reducibility points spipρq, for ρ an irreducible self-dual representation
of some GLnpF q. Moreover, we need only find enough reducibility points spipρq ě 1 to fill
the parameter.
In order to compute these reducibility points, we use Bushnell–Kutzko’s theory of types
and covers [11]. The representation pi takes the form c-IndGJpi λpi, for some irreducible rep-
resentation λpi of a compact open subgroup Jpi; this pair pJpi, λpiq is a type for pi. Similarly,
we have a Bushnell–Kutzko type pJ˜ρ, λ˜ρq for ρ. Moreover, from [27] we have a cover pJ, λq
in Sp2pN`nqpF q of pJ˜ρ ˆ Jpi, λ˜ρ b λpiq.
The reducibility of the parabolically induced representation ρνs ¸ pi for complex s is trans-
lated, via category equivalence, to the reducibility of induction from modules over the spher-
ical Hecke algebra HpGLnpF q ˆ G, λ˜ρ b λpiq to HpSp2pN`nqpF q, λq. The former algebra is
isomorphic to CrZ˘1s, while the latter is a Hecke algebra on an infinite dihedral group, with
two generators each satisfying a quadratic relation of the form pT ` 1qpT ´ qrq, with r ě 0
an integer and q the cardinality of the residue field of F . The results of [4] then translate
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the values of the parameters r for the two generators into the real parts of those s P C for
which ρνs ¸ pi is reducible.
In the inertial class rρs “ tρνs | s P Cu, there are precisely two inequivalent self-dual
representations, and we write ρ1 for the other one. Thus the method described above allows
one to compute the set tspipρq, spipρ1qu but not to distinguish between the two values if they
are distinct. Thus our method computes the inertial Jordan set IJordppiq, which is the
multiset of pairs prρs,mq, such that pρ,mq P Jordppiq.
0.7. According to the previous paragraph, computing IJordppiq explicitly comes down to
computing the parameters in the quadratic relations for the spherical Hecke algebra of the
cover. We do this in two steps.
First, we consider the special case when the semisimple character θpi in pi, from which the
type pJpi, λpiq is built, is in fact simple. In this case, it determines a self-dual endo-class Θ and
we consider only those irreducible cuspidal representations of some GLnpF q which have endo-
class Θ2. We prove that just these representations already give us enough to fill the Jordan
set (see 2.5 Theorem) and describe an algorithm to determine IJordppiq (see paragraph 5.10).
Here the computation of the parameters can be done using results of Lusztig on finite
reductive groups: if Θ is the trivial endo-class Θ0, so that we are in depth zero, this was
done already in [25]; otherwise, the groups in question are the reductive quotients of maximal
parahoric subgroups in a unitary group (ramified or unramified). There is also an added
subtlety which does not arise in the depth zero case: two signature characters of certain
permutations (coming from a comparison of so-called beta-extensions) cause an extra twist
which must be taken care of in the algorithm and counting.
In the second step, we consider an arbitrary irreducible cuspidal representation pi and reduce
to the first case. More precisely, the semisimple character θpi determines by restriction its
simple components θi, for 0 ď i ď l, whence endo-classes Θi. From the construction of the
type pJpi, λpiq, we define types pJi, λiq in symplectic groups Sp2NipF q, with
řl
i“0Ni “ N ,
which induce to irreducible cuspidal representations pii containing a simple character of
endo-class Θi. (See paragraph 2.6 for details.)
The reduction is obtained by showing that elements of IJordppiq with endo-class Θi can be
obtained from those of IJordppiiq by a simple twisting process, by a character of order one
or two (see 2.6 Theorem). This character arises as the comparison of pairs of signature
characters as in the first case, for pi and for pii; the point that is both crucial and subtle
is that, although we need to make two comparisons, they turn out to be equal. Now the
first case, together with a dimension count, ensures that we have filled the expected size
of IJordppiq. If F is of characteristic zero then, by the results of Mœglin, this is indeed the
entire inertial Jordan set (see 2.6 Corollary).
0.8. From our explicit description of the set IJordppiq, we know the endo-class of every self-
dual irreducible cuspidal representation of some GLnpF q which appears in Jordppiq. From this
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we deduce the following result, which gives the compatibility of taking endo-parameters with
the endoscopic transfer from G to GL2N`1pF q and from which, via the results of Arthur, we
deduce compatibility with the local Langlands correspondence. In the following, the map ι2N
sends a (self-dual) endo-parameter
ř
mΘΘ of degree 2N to the endo-parameter
ř
mΘΘ
2`
Θ0 of degree 2N ` 1, where Θ0 denotes the trivial endo-class.
Theorem (2.8 Theorem). Suppose F has characteristic 0. Then the following diagram
commutes.
CusppGq

transfer // IrrpGL2N`1pF qq

EE sd2NpF q   ι2N // EE2N`1pF q
It is very tempting to think that this result could be an instance of a general theory of endo-
parameters for arbitrary reductive groups, which would be in bijection with suitably-defined
wild parameters and would be compatible with (twisted) endoscopy.
0.9. Let pi be an irreducible cuspidal representation of G. Having given an explicit de-
scription of IJordppiq, we can ask whether we can then determine Jordppiq precisely; that is,
given prρs,mq P IJordppiq, can we tell whether it is pρ,mq or pρ1,mq in Jordppiq, where ρ1 is
the self-dual unramified twist of ρ which is inequivalent to ρ. In certain cases the answer
is yes: often the representations ρ, ρ1 have opposite parities (that is, one is symplectic and
the other orthogonal) and then we know that we must have the representation of symplec-
tic type if m is even, and the one of orthogonal type if m is odd. In the exceptional case
where ρ, ρ1 have the same parity, we can only recover Jordppiq if it happens that both appear
(that is, prρs,mq appears in IJordppiq with multiplicity two); otherwise, we are left with an
ambiguity. (See 4.4 Remark for more on this.)
In Section 6, we explore this exceptional case on the Galois side – that is, we look at
the self-dual irreducible representations of WF which have the same parity as their self-
dual unramified twist. It turns out that they have quite a special structure and that one
can determine their parity (see 6.6 Proposition). This also translates to a criterion for
determining the parity of a self-dual cuspidal representation ρ (such that ρ and its self-dual
unramified twist ρ1 have the same parity), in terms of the type it contains (see paragraph 6.8).
It is also possible, at least in certain cases, to be more precise in the analysis of the cate-
gory equivalences and reducibility, in order to elucidate the ambiguity and recover Jordppiq
completely. We hope to come back to this in the case of Sp4pF q, in a sequel to this paper.
0.10. As one of the referees has pointed out, given a generic cuspidal representation pi
of G, it follows from the results of Arthur and Mœglin that, for every pρ,mq appearing
in Jordppiq, we have m “ 1; we say that the Jordan set (or the corresponding L-packet) is
regular in this case.
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In general, determining the genericity of a cuspidal representation of G from the data used in
its construction is difficult, as the example of Sp4pF q shows (see [13]). However, the principal
difficulties occur when trying to determine which cuspidal representations in a regular L-
packet are generic, rather than in proving that the cuspidals in a non-regular L-packet are
non-generic. Moreover, the case of depth zero representations is much simpler. Since the
appearance of a pair pρ,mq in Jordppiq with m ą 1 arises from the “depth zero data” used
in the construction of pi, it may be possible to use the techniques of [13] to prove that any
cuspidal in a non-regular L-packet is non-generic. We leave this as an interesting question
to return to later.
A remark on characteristic. The bulk of our work is on the representation theory of sym-
plectic groups; for this, while we require that the residual characteristic be odd, we have no
further conditions on the characteristic – that is, we do not require F to be of characteristic
zero. In particular, our description of the inertial Jordan set in 2.5 Theorem and 2.6 Theo-
rem does not require characteristic zero. It is only when interpreting these results in terms
of the Langlands correspondence (or the endoscopic transfer map) where, until these results
have been proved with F of positive characteristic, we require characteristic zero.
Structure of the paper. In Section 1, we recall the basic structure of types for cuspi-
dal representations, in particular semisimple characters and beta-extensions, including the
choice of a base point for beta-extensions. Section 2 contains the statements of the main
results on (inertial) Jordan sets, remaining entirely on the automorphic side, while the fol-
lowing three sections are devoted to their proofs: in Section 3, we recall the theory of covers
and the results of [4, 27] on their Hecke algebras and reducibility of parabolic induction; in
Section 4 we prove the reduction to the simple case which is at the heart of our method; and
in Section 5 we prove the result in the simple case. The exploration of self-dual irreducible
representations of WF is given in Section 6 and finally, in Section 7, we interpret our results
via the local Langlands correspondence.
Notation
Throughout the paper, F will be a locally compact nonarchimedean local field, with ring of
integers oF , maximal ideal pF , and residue field kF “ oF {pF of cardinality q “ qF and odd
characteristic p; similar notation will be used for extensions of F . The absolute value | ¨ |F
on F is normalized to have image qZ and we write ν for the character g ÞÑ | det g|F of GLnpF q.
All representations we consider here will be smooth and complex. By a cuspidal represen-
tation of the group of rational points of a connected reductive group over F , we mean a
representation which is smooth, irreducible and cuspidal (i.e. killed by all proper Jacquet
functors).
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1. Cuspidal types and primary beta-extensions
In this section we fix notation following mostly [35]. We recall, in the first paragraphs, the
main features of the construction of cuspidal representations of symplectic groups achieved
in [35], to which we refer for relevant definitions. We do not give references for the by
now classical definitions and constructions previously made for general linear groups by
Bushnell and Kutzko. One of the key steps in the construction is the existence of a so-called
beta-extension. We will have to compare such beta-extensions across different groups but,
unfortunately, they are not uniquely defined. Here, following [7], we explain one way of
picking out a particular beta-extension (which we call p-primary, see 1.8 Definition) in each
case, giving a base point to make comparisons.
1.1. We recall the notation for skew semisimple strata and related objects. Let V be a
finite dimensional symplectic space over F of dimension 2N . We denote by h the symplectic
form on V , by x ÞÑ x¯ the corresponding adjoint (anti-)involution on EndF pV q and by σ the
corresponding involution on GLF pV q. We put G “ SpF pV q » Sp2NpF q, the isometry group
of h, which is the group of fixed points of σ in GLF pV q.
Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a skew semisimple stratum in EndF pV q [35, Definition 2.4, 2.5]. In par-
ticular Λ is a self-dual oF -lattice sequence and β “ ´β¯ belongs to the Lie algebra spF pV q.
We write B for the commuting algebra of β in EndF pV q.
Remark. Following [35] we always normalize self-dual lattice sequences such that their
period over any relevant field is even and their duality invariant d is 1. With this convention,
for any self-dual lattice sequence Λ and any multiple s of the period e of Λ, there is a unique
self-dual lattice sequence of period s having the form t ÞÑ Λp t`a
s{e q. There is thus a well
defined way of summing two self-dual lattice sequences, by first transforming both so that
they have the same period (see [12]). When performing such transformations, the valuation n
of β relative to the lattice sequence Λ undergoes changes that are of no importance to us,
since the associated groups H1, J1, J and characters (see paragraphs 1.2, 1.4 below) are left
unchanged; we will thus ignore this parameter and write the stratum in the form rΛ,´, 0, βs.
The characteristic spaces of β determine a canonical orthogonal splitting V “Kli“0 V i for
the stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs such that, letting Λi “ Λ X V i (that is, Λiptq “ Λptq X V i for
any t P Z) and βi “ β|V i , the strata rΛi,´, 0, βis, 0 ď i ď l, are skew simple strata which
are “sufficiently distant” in the sense of [35, Definition 2.4]. We put E “ F rβs “Àli“1Ei,
where Ei “ F rβis, and write oiE for the ring of integers of Ei. We recall that Λ is an oE-lattice
sequence, by which we mean that each Λi is an oiE-lattice sequence in V
i.
Convention. In this paper we also take the convention that, for any skew semisimple
stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs with splitting V “Kli“0 V i, we have β0 “ 0. When 0 is not an eigenvalue
of β, this can be achieved by taking V 0 to be the zero-dimensional space over F ; since, in
that case, dimF V
0 “ 0, it does not affect any of the following constructions. The reason for
this convention will become apparent later.
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1.2. From the datum rΛ,´, 0, βs are built open compact subrings:
‚ H˜1pβ,Λq Ď J˜1pβ,Λq of EndF pV q,
‚ H1pβ,Λq Ď J1pβ,Λq of spF pV q, the fixed points of the former ones under the adjoint
involution on EndF pV q;
and open compact subgroups:
‚ H˜1pβ,Λq Ď J˜1pβ,Λq Ă J˜pβ,Λq of GLF pV q,
‚ H1pβ,Λq Ď J1pβ,Λq Ă Jpβ,Λq of G, the subgroups of fixed points of the former
ones under the adjoint involution on GLF pV q.
We will frequently write H1Λ “ H1pβ,Λq and so on.
1.3. We introduce more notation relative to Λ. For n P Z we write:
anpΛq “ tx P EndF pV q | @t P Z, xΛptq Ď Λpt` nqu, bnpΛq “ anpΛq XB.
In particular a0pΛq is a hereditary oF -order in EndF pV q with Jacobson radical a1pΛq. Let P˜ pΛq “
a0pΛqˆ and P˜1pΛq “ 1 ` a1pΛq. Then P1pΛq “ P˜1pΛq X G is the pro-p-radical of P pΛq “
P˜ pΛq XG. The quotient groups
G˜pΛq “ P˜ pΛq{P˜1pΛq and GpΛq “ P pΛq{P1pΛq
are (the groups of rational points of) finite reductive groups over kF . The latter may be
disconnected so we let G0pΛq be (the group of rational points of) its neutral component and
call P 0pΛq the inverse image of G0pΛq in P pΛq; this is a parahoric subgroup of G.
Actually we will mainly work with b0pΛq “ a0pΛq X B and with P pΛoEq :“ P pΛq X B,
with GpΛoEq “ P pΛoEq{P1pΛoEq and its neutral component G0pΛoEq, and with the parahoric
subgroup P 0pΛoEq of GE :“ BXG, inverse image of G0pΛoEq in P pΛoEq. Indeed we have the
following:
Jpβ,Λq “ P pΛoEqJ1pβ,Λq and Jpβ,Λq{J1pβ,Λq » P pΛoEq{P1pΛoEq “ GpΛoEq.
Moreover, we have natural isomorphisms
GpΛoEq »
lź
i“0
GpΛioiEq and G
0pΛoEq »
lź
i“0
G0pΛioiEq.
Note that, writing Eio for the field of fixed points of E
i under the adjoint involution x ÞÑ x
and kio for its residue field, the groups on the right hand side here are reductive groups
over kio. We also have similar decompositions and isomorphisms for the group J˜pβ,Λq.
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1.4. On the group H˜1pβ,Λq lives a family of one-dimensional representations endowed
with very strong properties, called semisimple characters (loc. cit. §3.1), that restricts to a
family of skew semisimple characters on H1pβ,Λq. In particular, a skew semisimple character
of H1pβ,Λq, say θ, restricts to a skew simple character θi of H1pβ,ΛqXSpF pV iq “ H1pβi,Λiq,
for 0 ď i ď l. Among the properties of these families the “transfer property” is specially
important. It asserts that if rΛ1,´, 0, βs is another skew semisimple stratum in EndF pV q,
then there is a canonical bijection between the sets of skew semisimple characters onH1pβ,Λq
and H1pβ,Λ1q (loc. cit. Proposition 3.2). The image of θ under this bijection is called the
transfer of θ.
To any semisimple character θ˜ of H˜1pβ,Λq is associated the unique (up to equivalence) irre-
ducible representation η˜ of J˜1pβ,Λq that contains θ˜ upon restriction; actually η˜ restricts to a
multiple of θ˜ on H˜1pβ,Λq. Now H˜1Λ and J˜1Λ are pro-p-groups with p odd, on which the adjoint
involution σ acts. The Glauberman correspondence hence relates their representations to
those of the fixed point subgroups H1Λ and J
1
Λ. Indeed if θ˜ is fixed under the involution σ so
is η˜ and its image η under the Glauberman correspondence is the unique (up to equivalence)
irreducible representation of J1pβ,Λq that contains θ; it actually restricts to a multiple of θ
on H1pβ,Λq.
1.5. In turn the representation η˜ has special extensions to J˜pβ,Λq called beta-extensions
and denoted by κ˜. These beta-extensions in GLF pV q are characterized by the fact that they
are intertwined by Bˆ ([10, (5.2.1)]).
Remark. In the literature, these extensions are usually called β-extensions. However, the
simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs giving rise to a particular simple character θ is not unique, while
the notion of beta-extension turns out to be independent of the choice of β. It is thus
convenient to write beta-extension, especially since we also have strata indexed by i so we
would otherwise need to talk about βi-extensions etc.
The definition of beta-extensions in classical groups is more delicate [35, §4]. A skew
semisimple stratum as above is called maximal if b0pΛq is a maximal self-dual oE-order
in B. If rΛ,´, 0, βs is a maximal skew semisimple stratum, a beta-extension of η is an
extension κ of η to Jpβ,Λq such that the restriction of κ to any pro-p-Sylow subgroup is
intertwined by GE ([35, 3.11, 4.1]). In the general case, the notion of beta-extension is
a relative one. Given a maximal skew semisimple stratum rM,´, 0, βs in EndF pV q such
that b0pMq Ą b0pΛq, given the transfer θM of θ to H1M and the representation ηM of J1M
determined by θM, there is a canonical way to associate to a beta-extension κM of ηM, an
extension κ of η, called the beta-extension of η to JΛ relative to M, compatible with κM [35,
4.3, 4.5]. (We can also call κ a beta-extension of θ.)
Note that the groups J˜pβ,Λq and Jpβ,Λq are not pro-p-groups: the notation κ here should
not call to mind a Glauberman-like connection with the former κ˜.
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1.6. Let J “ Jpβ,Λq, for a skew semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs as above, let θ be a
skew semisimple character of H1pβ,Λq and let λ be an irreducible representation of J of
the form λ “ κ b τ , with κ some beta-extension of θ, and τ the inflation of a cuspidal
representation of J{J1 » GpΛoEq. Under the additional assumptions that the group GE has
compact centre and that P 0pΛoEq is a maximal parahoric subgroup of GE, the pair pJ, λq is
called a cuspidal type for G. Recall from [35] (see also [27] for complements):
Theorem ([35, Corollary 6.19, Theorem 7.14]). A cuspidal type in G induces to a cuspidal
representation of G and any cuspidal representation of G is thus obtained.
1.7. There is of course a similar result for the group GLF pV q. Here we let J˜ “ J˜pβ,Λq
for a simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs (so that E “ F rβs is a field) and let λ˜ be an irreducible
representation of J˜ of the form λ˜ “ κ˜bτ˜ , with κ˜ some beta-extension of θ˜, and τ˜ the inflation
of a cuspidal representation of J˜{J˜1. Under the additional assumptions that P˜ pΛq X B
is a maximal parahoric subgroup of Bˆ, the pair pJ˜ , λ˜q is called a maximal simple type
for GLF pV q.
Theorem ([10, 5.5.10, 6.2.4, 8.4.1]). A maximal simple type in GLF pV q extends to an
irreducible representation of its normaliser, which then induces to a cuspidal representation
of GLF pV q; any cuspidal representation ρ of GLF pV q is thus obtained and the maximal
simple type yielding ρ is unique up to conjugacy in GLF pV q.
Remark. This theorem includes depth zero representations, by formally considering the
null stratum rΛ,´, 0, 0s to be simple.
1.8. In order to compare representations across different groups, we need a way to compare
beta-extensions. (The transfer of semisimple characters already allows a comparison.) Two
beta-extensions only differ by a character (of a specific shape), however we will need to choose
beta-extensions in a unique way as in [7, §2.3 Lemma 1], which amounts to the GL-case in
the following lemma.
Lemma. (i) Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a simple stratum in EndF pV q, let θ˜ be a simple character
of H˜1pβ,Λq, and let η˜ be the irreducible representation of J˜1pβ,Λq containing θ˜.
There exists one and only one beta-extension κ˜ of η˜ to J˜pβ,Λq whose determinant
has order a power of p.
(ii) With notation as in (i), assume the stratum and the simple character are skew so
that the involution σ on GLF pV q stabilizes H˜1pβ,Λq, J˜1pβ,Λq, J˜pβ,Λq and θ˜. The
beta-extension κ˜ in (i) satisfies κ˜ » κ˜ ˝ σ.
(iii) Let rΛ, n, 0, βs be a maximal skew semisimple stratum in EndF pV q, let θ be a skew
semisimple character of H1pβ,Λq, and let η be the irreducible representation of J1pβ,Λq
containing θ. There exists one and only one beta-extension of η to Jpβ,Λq whose
determinant has order a power of p.
Proof. (i) The reference is [10, (5.2.2)] which we imitate below to conclude the proof of (iii).
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In (ii), self-duality with respect to σ follows from uniqueness. Indeed η˜ ˝σ is equivalent to η
so there is an intertwining operator T such that η˜pxq “ T pη˜ ˝ σpxqqT´1, for x P J˜1pβ,Λq.
Since σ stabilizes GLF rβspV q, the representation T pκ˜ ˝ σpxqqT´1, for x P J˜pβ,Λq, is a beta-
extension of η˜ by [10, Definition 5.2.1]; its determinant is a power of p, so it is equal to κ˜.
(iii) Let κ be a beta-extension of η and let Φ “ detpκ|P pΛoE qq. The main point is to prove
that the character Φ of P pΛoEq factors through the determinant detE. By this we mean, as
usual, that Φ|P pΛ
oi
E
q factors through detEi , for 0 ď i ď l; the remainder of the proof uses this
convention.
Since θ is equal to χ˝detE on P 1pΛoEq, for some character χ of 1`pE, we have that κ|P 1pΛoE q
is the sum of dimpηq copies of χ ˝ detE. Now χ extends to a character χ˜ of oˆE and Φ1 “
pχ˜ ˝ detEq´dimpηq Φ is then a character of P pΛoEq{P 1pΛoEq. From [35, Lemma 3.10, Corol-
lary 3.11 and Theorem 4.1], the character Φ1 is trivial on all p-Sylow subgroups of P pΛoEq{P 1pΛoEq
so factors as Φ1 “ ψ ˝ detE where ψ is a character of oˆE trivial on 1 ` pE (and depends on
the choice of extension χ˜).
Let us write oˆE “ µ1Ep1` pEq, where µ1E is the group of roots of unity in Eˆ of order prime
to p, and, in the above, let us choose χ˜ trivial on µ1E so that the order of χ˜ is a power of p.
The corresponding character ψ has order prime to p, so prime to dimpηq, and there is a
character α of oˆE (trivial on 1` pE) such that ψ “ αdimpηq.
The representation κ “ pα ˝ detEq´1 κ satisfies the required condition. It is unique since any
other beta-extension has the form pψ ˝ detEqκ, with ψ as above, and if ψ is non-trivial then
no pi-th power of ψ can be trivial. 
Definition. With the notations of (i) above, we denote by κ˜ the unique beta-extension of η˜
whose determinant has order a power of p. We call κ˜ the p-primary beta-extension of η˜.
With the notations of (iii) above, we denote by κ the unique beta-extension of η whose
determinant has order a power of p. We call κ the p-primary beta-extension of η.
We remark that, while the p-primary beta-extensions give a useful way of picking a base
point amongst the beta-extensions, sufficient for our needs here, it is not clear whether this
is the best choice of base point.
2. Inertial Jordan blocks
In this section, we state the main results on Jordan blocks and the consequences for the
endoscopic transfer map. We continue with the notation from the previous section.
2.1. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G » Sp2NpF q. We recall the reducibility
set Redppiq and the Jordan set Jordppiq from the introduction. For any positive integer n, the
group GLnpF qˆG appears naturally as a standard maximal Levi subgroup of Sp2pN`nqpF q.
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If ρ is a cuspidal representation of GLnpF q we can form the normalized parabolically in-
duced representation ρνs ¸ pi (we use normalized induction and induce via the standard
parabolic), where s is here a real parameter and ν is the character g ÞÑ | det g|F of GLnpF q.
If no unramified twist of ρ is self-dual (i.e. isomorphic to its contragredient) then ρνs ¸ pi
is always irreducible. On the other hand, if ρ is self-dual, there is a unique spipρq ě 0 such
that ρνs ¸ pi is reducible if and only if s “ ˘spipρq.
Definition. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G.
‚ The reducibility set Redppiq is the set of isomorphism classes of self-dual cuspidal
representations ρ of some GLnpF q, with n ě 1, for which spipρq ě 1.
‚ The Jordan set Jordppiq is the set of pairs pρ,mq, where ρ P Redppiq and m is a
positive integer such that 2spipρq ´ 1´m is a non-negative even integer.
Note that, if ρ P Redppiq then 2spipρq ´ 1 is a positive integer by [31], so that there is a
positive integer m such that pρ,mq P Jordppiq.
2.2. For ρ an irreducible representation of some GLnpF q, we write n “ degpρq. Recall
that the inertial class rρs of a cuspidal representation ρ of GLnpF q is the equivalence class
of ρ under the equivalence relation defined by twisting by an unramified character (that is,
twisting by ω ˝ det where ω is a character of Fˆ trivial on oˆF ). If ρ is self-dual then the
inertial class rρs contains precisely two self-dual representations: if tpρq denotes the number
of unramified characters χ of GLnpF q such that ρbχ » ρ, and if χ1 is an unramified character
of order 2tpρq, then ρ1 “ ρb χ1 is the other self-dual representation in rρs.
Definition. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G. The inertial Jordan set of pi is the
multiset IJordppiq consisting of all pairs prρs,mq with pρ,mq P Jordppiq.
Note that, if prρs,mq P IJordppiq, with ρ a self-dual cuspidal representation of GLnpF q,
then either pρ,mq P Jordppiq or pρ1,mq P Jordppiq, where ρ1 as above is the second self-dual
representation in the inertial class rρs. As discussed in the introduction, if one of ρ, ρ1 is of
symplectic type and the other of orthogonal type, then which occurs in Jordppiq is determined
by the parity of m. On the other hand, if ρ, ρ1 are both of the same parity then the inertial
Jordan set IJordppiq does not distinguish them; of course, if prρs,mq occurs with multiplicity
two in IJordppiq, then both pρ,mq and pρ1,mq occur in Jordppiq and there is no ambiguity;
see 4.4 Remark for more on this.
2.3. In order to refine further the (inertial) Jordan set, we need to use the notion of the
endo-class of a simple character, as defined in [5]. To any cuspidal representation ρ of
GLnpF q is attached in [6, §1.4] an endo-class of simple characters, denoted by Θpρq, as
follows. As recalled in 1.7 Theorem, there is a maximal simple type pJ˜ , λ˜q in GLnpF q which
occurs in ρ and ρ determines the GLnpF q-conjugacy class of pJ˜ , λ˜q. This maximal simple
type is built from a simple character θ˜ and we define Θpρq to be the endo-class of θ˜. (In
fact, this is also the endo-class of any simple character contained in ρ.) Note that we are
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allowing here the case of depth zero representations (where ρ contains the trivial character
of P˜ 1pΛq, for some lattice sequence Λ), in which case Θpρq “ ΘF0 is the trivial endo-class
over F .
Definition. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G and let Θ be an endo-class of simple
characters over F . The inertial Jordan set of pi relative to Θ is the multiset IJordppi,Θq con-
sisting of all pairs prρs,mq with pρ,mq P Jordppiq and Θpρq “ Θ.
2.4. We will also need to twist inertial Jordan blocks as follows. With notation as in
the previous paragraph, the GLnpF q-conjugacy class of pJ˜ , λ˜q depends only on the inertial
class rρs; it also determines rρs by [11, (5.5)]. The quotient group J˜{J˜1 is a linear group over
a finite field, say GLpmrρs, krρsq. We define the twist of the inertial class rρs by a character χ
of kˆrρs to be the inertial class rρsχ determined by the maximal simple type pJ˜ , λ˜ b χ ˝ detq
– that is, in the decomposition λ˜ “ κ˜ b τ˜ with κ˜ a beta-extension, we replace the cuspidal
representation τ˜ by τ˜ b χ ˝ det.
Let Θ be an endo-class of simple characters. By [5, Proposition 8.11], it determines a
finite extension kΘ of kF such that, for any cuspidal representation ρ of some GLnpF q
satisfying Θpρq “ Θ, if pJ˜ , λ˜q is a maximal simple type in ρ then the quotient group J˜{J˜1
is a linear group over kΘ (that is, krρs “ kΘ in the notation above). It is thus meaningful to
give the following definition:
Definition. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G, let Θ be an endo-class of simple
characters, and let χ be a character of kˆΘ. The χ-twisted inertial Jordan set of pi relative
to Θ is the multiset IJordppi,Θqχ consisting of all pairs prρsχ,mq with pρ,mq P Jordppiq
and Θpρq “ Θ.
The relevant case for us will be the case where χ is quadratic (that is, of order dividing 2).
Remark. Since p is odd, we have a squaring map Θ ÞÑ Θ2 on endo-classes: if θ is a simple
character with endo-class Θ, associated to a simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs, then the character θ2
is a simple character for the stratum rΛ,´, 0, 2βs and Θ2 is the endo-class corresponding
to θ2. This is well-defined and moreover gives a bijection on the set of endo-classes (again,
since p is odd). We note also that the fields kΘ and kΘ2 coincide.
2.5. We begin the computation of the inertial Jordan set with a special case, to which we
will reduce in the next paragraph. We call a cuspidal representation of G simple if it contains
a simple character; that is, it contains a semisimple character θ of H1pβ,Λq, associated to a
skew semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs, such that E “ F rβs is a field. We allow the degenerate
case β “ 0, in which case pi is of depth zero (and every depth zero representation is simple
with β “ 0); we also allow, in the case β “ 0, the degenerate case that G is the trivial group,
so that the trivial representation of the trivial group is regarded as being simple of depth
zero.
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Remark. Our use of the word simple here is consistent with, but not the same as, the
use in [18] where, for symplectic groups, it means of minimal positive depth 1{2N . More
precisely, all cuspidal representations of depth 1{2N are simple in our sense, but the converse
is false.
The following theorem tells us that, in the case of simple cuspidals, the Jordan set is filled
by representations with the expected endo-class.
Theorem. Let pi be a simple cuspidal representation of G and let θ˜ be a self-dual simple
character whose restriction to G is contained in pi. Let Θ be the endo-class of the simple
character θ˜. Then
(2.1)
ÿ
prρs,mqPIJordppi,Θ2q
m degpρq “
#
2N ` 1 if Θ “ ΘF0 , the trivial endo-class;
2N otherwise.
Note that we have Θ “ ΘF0 if and only if pi is of depth zero (which includes the degenerate
case N “ 0 where G is the trivial group). In this case, the theorem is a special case of the
main result of [25].
Remark. Since the dual group of G is SO2N`1pCq, the reader may be surprised to see the
sum in (2.1) being 2N rather than 2N ` 1 in most cases. The reason is as follows. The
Jordan set of pi always contains a pair pχ, 1q, with χ a quadratic character; since χ is tame,
it has trivial endo-class so contributes to the sum in (2.1) if and only if Θ “ ΘF0 . The
point then of Theorem 2.5 is that, apart from this quadratic character, every other cuspidal
representation appearing in the Jordan set of pi has endo-class Θ2.
We will prove Theorem 2.5 in Section 5 by computing the real parts of the complex reducibil-
ity points of parabolically induced representations of the form ρνs ¸ pi, with ρ a self-dual
cuspidal representation of some general linear group with endo-class Θ2, using the theory
of types and covers to reduce the calculation to computations of Lusztig for finite reductive
groups. We note also that the proof not only gives the equality above but also gives an
algorithm to compute the multiset IJordppi,Θ2q (see paragraph 5.10 for more detail).
2.6. Now let pi be an arbitrary cuspidal representation of G. Recall from 1.6 Theorem
that pi can be constructed by induction, starting with a maximal skew semisimple stra-
tum rΛ,´, 0, βs and a skew semisimple character θ of H1pβ,Λq, which decomposes into a
family of skew simple characters θi of H
1pβi,Λiq, for i P t0, . . . , lu. Let κ be the p-primary
beta-extension of θ to JΛ and, similarly, let κi be the p-primary beta-extension of θi to JΛi
(in SpF pV iq), for 0 ď i ď l.
Let τ be the cuspidal representation of GpΛoEq “ P pΛoEq{P 1pΛoEq such that pi is induced
from λ “ κ b τ . Then we can uniquely decompose τ as τ “ bli“0τi, with τi an irreducible
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(cuspidal) representation of GpΛoiEq. We may then define, for each i, the cuspidal represen-
tation pii of SpF pV iq by
pii “ c-IndSpF pV iqJΛi κi b τi.
Note that this representation is simple, in the sense of the previous paragraph.
Remark. Recall that we are using the notation of section 1.1, in particular 1.1 Convention
so that we are assuming β0 “ 0. If the space V 0 is trivial then the representation pi0 is the
trivial representation of the trivial group.
We can now state the crucial reduction theorem, which allows us to determine the inertial
Jordan set of pi from those of the simple cuspidals pii.
Theorem. With notation as above, for 0 ď i ď l, let θ˜i be the unique self-dual simple
character of H˜1pβi,Λiq restricting to θi on H1pβi,Λiq. Let Θi be the endo-class of the simple
character θ˜i and let kΘi be the corresponding extension of kF . Then there is a character χi
of kˆΘi of order at most two such that we have an equality of multisets
IJordppi,Θ2i q “ IJordppii,Θ2i qχi .
The character χi appearing here is in some sense explicit, coming from certain permutation
characters (see 4.4 Theorem, 4.3 Proposition and 3.10 Proposition for more details). The
proof of the theorem will be given in Section 4, following preparation in Section 3 (which
is also needed for the proof of 2.5 Theorem). Again, the principle is to use the theory of
types and covers to compare the real parts of the complex reducibility points of ρνs¸pi with
those of ρiν
s¸pii, for ρ a self-dual cuspidal representation of some general linear group with
endo-class Θ2i and ρi self-dual in the inertial class rρsχi .
For now, we put together the two previous theorems to get:
Corollary. Suppose F is of characteristic zero. With the notation of the Theorem, we have
IJordppiq “
lğ
i“0
IJordppii,Θ2i qχi .
Since the proof of 2.5 Theorem gives us an algorithm to compute the multisets IJordppii,Θ2i q,
we can then use this also to compute IJordppiq, for any cuspidal representation pi.
Proof. The Theorem says that IJordppiq contains the right hand side. On the other hand,
by [30, Theorem 3.2.1] the multiset IJordppiq is finite and we haveÿ
prρs,mqPIJordppiq
m degpρq “
ÿ
pρ,mqPJordppiq
m degpρq “ 2N ` 1.
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However, writing dimF pV iq “ 2Ni, we get from 2.5 Theorem that
lÿ
i“0
ÿ
prρs,mqPIJordppii,Θ2i q
m degpρq “ p2N0 ` 1q `
lÿ
i“1
2Ni “ 2N ` 1.
Thus we have equality, as required. 
We remark that the proof does not require the full strength of [30, Theorem 3.2.1]; indeed,
it only uses the inequality ÿ
pρ,mqPJordppiq
m degpρq ď 2N ` 1,
which was proved previously in [29, §4 Corollaire]. Thus it does not in fact depend on
Arthur’s endoscopic classification of discrete series representations of G. One could also
prove it (without the restriction on the characteristic of F ) by checking that IJordppi,Θq is
empty for any self-dual endo-class Θ ‰ Θ2i ; indeed, the methods of Section 4 together with
results from [23] would allow this.
2.7. In this and the following paragraph, we interpret our results in terms of the endoscopic
transfer map from cuspidal representations of G to GL2N`1pF q.
For Θ an endo-class over F , we recall that the degree degpΘq of Θ is the degree of an
extension F rβs{F for which there are a simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs with a simple character
of endo-class Θ. Although the stratum and the field extension are not uniquely determined
by Θ, this degree is (see [5, Proposition 8.11]).
Let N 1 be a positive integer and write EpF q for the set of endo-classes of simple characters
over F . An endo-parameter of degree N 1 over F is a formal sumÿ
ΘPEpF q
mΘΘ, mΘ P Zě0,
such that ÿ
ΘPEpF q
mΘ degpΘq “ N 1.
In particular, such a formal sum has finite support tΘ P EpF q | mΘ ‰ 0u. (In [32], these
formal sums are called semisimple endo-classes ; the nomenclature endo-parameter comes
from [23].) We write EEN 1pF q for the set of endo-parameters of degree N 1 over F . We then
have, for each positive integer N 1, a well-defined map
eN 1 : IrrpGLN 1pF qq Ñ EEN 1pF q
given by mapping a cuspidal representation ρ to N
1
degpΘpρqΘpρq, and mapping an arbitrary
representation to the sum of the endo-parameters of its cuspidal support.
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2.8. We call an endo-class Θ over F self-dual if there is a self-dual simple character θ˜
with endo-class Θ. We write E sdpF q for the set of self-dual endo-classes over F . An endo-
parameter of degree N 1 over F is called self-dual if its support is contained in E sdpF q, and
we write EE sdN 1pF q for the set of self-dual endo-parameters of degree N 1 over F .
Since p is odd, the only self-dual endo-class over F of odd degree is the trivial endo-class ΘF0 ,
which has degree 1. Indeed, if θ˜ is a self-dual simple character which is not the trivial
character, then [33, Theorem 6.3] implies that θ˜ is associated to a skew simple stratum,
whose associated field extension E{F is therefore of even degree. This implies, in particular,
that there is a canonical bijection
EE sd2NpF q Ñ EE sd2N`1pF q,
ÿ
ΘPEsd
mΘΘ ÞÑ
ÿ
ΘPEsd
mΘΘ`ΘF0 .
For any N 1, there is also the natural squaring map
EEN 1pF q Ñ EEN 1pF q,
ÿ
ΘPE
mΘΘ ÞÑ
ÿ
ΘPE
mΘΘ
2,
which is a bijection since p is odd. Combining these, we get a natural inclusion map
ι2N : EE sd2NpF q ãÑ EE2N`1pF q,
ÿ
ΘPEsd
mΘΘ ÞÑ
ÿ
ΘPEsd
mΘΘ
2 `ΘF0 .
Given a maximal skew semisimple stratum rΛ, n, 0, βs and a skew semisimple character θ
of H1pβ,Λq, which decomposes into a family of skew simple characters θi of H1pβi,Λiq, for
i P t0, . . . , lu, we define the self-dual endo-parameter of θ to be
lÿ
i“0
dimF pV iq
degpΘiq Θi,
where Θi is the endo-class of the unique self-dual simple character θ˜i which restricts to θi.
This is a self-dual endo-parameter of degree 2N .
We write CusppGq for the set of equivalence classes of cuspidal representations ofG. From 2.6 The-
orem and 2.5 Theorem, we derive the following result.
Theorem. Suppose that F is of characteristic zero. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G
and let θ be a skew semisimple character contained in pi. Then the self-dual endo-parameter
of θ depends only on pi. Moreover, the diagram
CusppGq
eG

transfer // IrrpGL2N`1pF qq
e2N`1

EE sd2NpF q   ι2N // EE2N`1pF q
commutes, where eGppiq denotes the endo-parameter of any skew semisimple character con-
tained in pi.
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We remark that the fact that the map eG is well-defined is also proved, in much greater
generality and without the assumption that F has characteristic zero, in [23]; the proof
here is quite different and long predates that in [23]. We also remark that we will see later
(7.6 Theorem) that the map eG is in fact surjective.
Proof. Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G and let θ be a skew semisimple character
contained in pi, with all the notation from above. In particular, we have a family of skew
simple characters θi, for 0 ď i ď l, and, for each i, the unique self-dual simple character θ˜i
restricting to θi and the self-dual endo-class Θi of θ˜i.
For pρ,mq P Jordppiq, we write Θρ for the endo-class of any simple character in ρ. Then 2.6 Corol-
lary implies that Θρ “ Θ2i , for some 0 ď i ď l; moreover, together with 2.5 Theorem it
implies
(2.2)
ÿ
pρ,mqPJordppiq
m degpρq
degpΘρqΘρ “
lÿ
i“0
dimF pV iq
degpΘiq Θ
2
i `ΘF0 .
In particular, the right hand side here is ΘF0 plus the square of the endo-parameter of θ;
since the squaring map is a bijection, this endo-parameter is therefore independent of the
choice of θ in pi since the left hand side is.
Now, according to the results of Mœglin [30, Theorem 3.2.1], the Jordan set exactly deter-
mines the endoscopic transfer of pi to GL2N`1pF q; more precisely, the transfer of pi isź
pρ,mqPJordppiq
Stpρ,mq
where Stpρ,mq denotes the unique irreducible quotient of the normalised parabolically in-
duced representation
ρν
1´m
2 ˆ ρν 3´m2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ρνm´12
of GLm degpρqpF q. The endo-parameter of the transfer of pi is thusÿ
pρ,mqPJordppiq
m degpρq
degpΘρqΘρ,
where Θρ is the endo-class of (any simple character in) ρ. In particular, this lies in EE sd2N`1pF q
and (2.2) now implies that the diagram commutes. 
3. Types, covers and reducibility
In the following subsections we recall the main results about covers and their Hecke algebras,
from [11] in the general situation and from [27] in the particular situation of interest to us:
induction from a maximal parabolic subgroup of a symplectic group. One of the key features
in [27] is the presence of quadratic characters arising from the comparison of beta-extensions.
Using the notion of p-primary beta-extension, together with results from [4], we describe
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these characters as signatures of permutations and recall the implications of the structure
of the Hecke algebra (including its parameters) for the reducibility of parabolic induction
from [4].
3.1. We briefly recall the general notion of a type as defined by Bushnell and Kutzko in [11].
Let for a moment G be the group of F -points of an arbitrary connected reductive group
defined over F , let L be a Levi subgroup of G and let σ be a cuspidal representation of L.
The pair pL, ρq determines, through G-conjugacy and twisting by unramified characters of L,
an inertial class s “ rL, ρsG in G. This class s indexes the Bernstein block RspGq (in the
category RpGq of smooth representations of G) which is the direct factor of RpGq consisting
of representations all of whose irreducible subquotients are subquotients of a representation
parabolically induced from an element of s.
Let pJ, λq be a pair made of an open compact subgroup J of G and an irreducible smooth
representation λ of J , acting on the finite dimensional space Vλ. The Hecke algebra of the
pair pJ, λq is the intertwining algebra of the representation c-IndGJ λ, traditionally viewed as:
HpG, λq “ tf : GÑ EndpVλq | f compactly supported and
@g P G, @j, k P J, fpjgkq “ λpjqfpgqλpkqu
The pair pJ, λq is an s-type if the irreducible objects of RspGq are exactly the irreducible
representations of G that contain λ upon restriction to J . In this case there is an equivalence
of categories
Mλ : RspGq ÝÑ Mod–HpG, λq, Mλppiq “ HomJpλ, piq.
3.2. There is a counterpart of parabolic induction for types: the notion of G-cover, also
defined in [11] by Bushnell and Kutzko. Let M be a Levi subgroup of G, let JM be a compact
open subgroup of M and let λM be a smooth irreducible representation of JM . A G-cover
of the pair pJM , λMq is an analogous pair pJ, λq in G satisfying the following conditions,
for any parabolic subgroup P of G of Levi M , where we write N for the unipotent radical
of P , and P´ for the parabolic subgroup opposite to P with respect to M , with unipotent
radical N´:
(i) J has an Iwahori decomposition with respect to pM ;P q, i.e.
J “ pJ XN´qpJ XMqpJ XNq, and J XM “ JM ;
(ii) λ restricts to λM on JM and to a multiple of the trivial representation on J X N´
and J XN ;
(iii) the Hecke algebra HpG, λq contains an invertible element supported on the double
coset of a strongly positive element of the centre of M [11, §7].
If the pair pJM , λMq is an sM -type in M for an inertial class sM “ rL, σsM (so that L is a
Levi subgroup of M) and if pJ, λq is a G-cover of pJM , λMq, then the pair pJ, λq is an sG-type
in G for the inertial class sG “ rL, σsG [11, §8]. Furthermore, the third condition above
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provides us with an injective morphism of algebras t : HpM,λMq ãÑ HpG, λq that induces
on modules a morphism t˚ yielding a commutative diagram :
RsGpGq Mλ // Mod–HpG, λq
RsM pMq
IndGP
OO
MλM// Mod–HpM,λMq
t˚
OO
The reducibility of parabolically induced representations from P to G, on the left side, can
thus be studied in terms of Hecke algebra modules, on the right side.
3.3. This is the tool we use in this paper, where the types will be cuspidal types as
in paragraphs 1.6, 1.7, simple types and semisimple types. As for the relevant Levi and
parabolic subgroups, they will come in most cases as follows – and now we come back to
the symplectic group G “ SpF pV q and the setting of paragraph 1.1. Thus we have a skew
semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs with associated orthogonal decomposition V “Kli“0 V i, as
well as all the other notation from §1.
Let V “ ‘mj“´mW j be a self-dual decomposition of V (i.e. for which the orthogonal space
of W j is ‘k‰´jW k) such that:
(a) W j “ ‘li“0W j X V i and W j X V i is an Ei-subspace of V i;
(b) Λptq “ ‘mj“´mΛptq XW pjq, for all t P Z;
(c) for any r P Z and i with 0 ď i ď l, there is at most one j, with ´m ď j ď m, such
that Λprq X V i XW pjq Ľ Λpr ` 1q X V i XW pjq;
(d) for j ‰ 0 there exists 0 ď i ď l such that W j Ă V i, and P˜ ppΛXW jqoiEq is a maximal
parahoric subgroup of GLEipW jq;
(e) P oppΛXW 0qoEq is a maximal parahoric subgroup of GX
śl
i“0 GLEipW 0XV iq, which
is a group with compact centre.
Such a decomposition is called exactly subordinate to the stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs (compare to [35,
Definition 6.5]).
Let then V “ ‘mj“´mW j be a self-dual decomposition of V exactly subordinate to the
stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs, let M be the Levi subgroup of G stabilizing this decomposition and
let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component M . Then the pairs pH1pβ,Λq, θq,
pJ1pβ,Λq, ηq and pJpβ,Λq, κq all satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of paragraph 3.2 above. In
fact, for the first two pairs we need only conditions (a)–(b) and a self-dual decomposition
satisfying these will be called subordinate to the stratum; for the final pair we need only (a)–
(c).
3.4. In the next few paragraphs, we subsume the results of [35], in the form easier to refer
to taken from [27] and in the case that we will focus on, that is, parabolic induction of
self-dual cuspidal representations of a maximal Levi subgroup in a symplectic group. We
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thus continue with the notation of §1 and fix a cuspidal representation pi of G “ SpF pV q. We
also fix a finite-dimensional vector space W over F and a self-dual cuspidal representation ρ
of GLF pW q. We consider the symplectic space X “ V K pW ‘W ˚q over F , with form
hXpv1 ` w1 ` w˚1 , v2 ` w2 ` w˚2 q “ hpv1, v2q ` xw1, w˚2y ´ xw2, w˚1y,
where h is the symplectic form on V and x¨, ¨y is the pairing W ˆW ˚ Ñ F . We put M “
GLF pW q ˆ G, a maximal Levi subgroup of SpF pXq. According to [15, Proposition 8.4]
and [27, §4.1], one can find a type pJ˜WˆJV , λ˜WbλV q in M for the cuspidal representation ρb
pi of M and a G-cover of this M -type as follows.
3.5. There exist a skew semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs in EndF pXq and a skew semisimple
character θ of H1pβ,Λq with the following properties.
‚ The decomposition X “ V K pW ‘ W ˚q is exactly subordinate to the stra-
tum rΛ,´, 0, βs. In particular, letting
ΛX V “ ΛV , β|V “ βV , ΛXW “ ΛW and β|W “ βW ,
the stratum rΛV ,´, 0, βV s in EndF pV q is skew semisimple maximal and the stra-
tum rΛW ,´, 0, βW s in EndF pW q is simple maximal. Moreover, the self-duality of ρ
is reflected in the fact that the restriction of β to W ‘W ˚ generates a field (equiv-
alently, the restricted stratum rΛ X pW ‘W ˚q,´, 0, β|W‘W˚s is skew simple). We
also have
H1pβ,Λq XM » H˜1pβW ,ΛW q ˆH1pβV ,ΛV q,
where the isomorphism is given by restriction, and similarly for J1pβ,Λq and for Jpβ,Λq.
We will abbreviate H1pβ,Λq “ H1Λ, H1pβV ,ΛV q “ H1V and H˜1pβW ,ΛW q “ H˜1W , and
similarly for J1 and J .
‚ Let ϑ˜W be the restriction of θ to H˜1W ; this is a self-dual simple character. There are
the p-primary beta-extension κ˜W of ϑ˜W and a self-dual cuspidal representation τ˜W
of J˜W {J˜1W such that ρ is induced by an extension of λ˜W “ κ˜Wb τ˜W to the normalizer
of J˜W .
‚ Let θV be the restriction of θ to H1V ; this is a skew semisimple character. There are
the p-primary beta-extension κV of θV and a cuspidal representation τV of JV {J1V
such that pi is induced by λV “ κV b τV .
3.6. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of SpF pXq which is the stabiliser of the subspace W
(so stabilises the flag W Ă W K V Ă X), let U be the unipotent radical of P and let P´
be the parabolic subgroup opposite to P with respect to M (the stabiliser of W ˚). Also
set JP “ H1ΛpJΛ X P q and J1P “ H1ΛpJ1Λ X P q.
For any extension κ of η to JΛ we denote by κP the natural representation of JP in the
space of pJΛ X Uq-fixed vectors under κ. In particular, there is a beta-extension κΛ of θ
such that κΛ,P |JXM “ κ˜W b κV . We can view τ “ τ˜W b τV as a cuspidal representation
of JP {J1P » J˜W {J˜1W ˆ JV {J1V . Then, letting λP “ κΛ,P b τ , we have:
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Theorem ([27, §4.1]). pJP , λP q is an SpF pXq-cover of pJ˜W ˆ JV , λ˜W b λV q.
3.7. Furthermore precise information about the Hecke algebra of this cover is given in
loc.cit.:
Theorem ([27, Theorem B]). The Hecke algebra H pSpF pXq, λP q is a Hecke algebra on a
dihedral group: it is generated by T0 and T1, each invertible and supported on a single double
coset, with relations :
pTi ´ qriq pTi ` 1q “ 0, i “ 0, 1, r0, r1 P Z.
3.8. In fact, the parameters come from rank two Hecke algebras of finite reductive groups
as follows [35, (7.3) and §7.2.2]. There are two self-dual oE-lattice sequences M0 and M1
in X such that rMt,´, 0, βs, for t “ 0, 1, are semisimple strata and:
‚ the hereditary orders b0pM0q and b0pM1q are maximal self-dual oE-orders contain-
ing b0pΛq;
‚ the decomposition X “ V K pW ‘W ˚q is subordinate to the strata rMt,´, 0, βs,
for t “ 0, 1;
‚ we have P pΛoEq “ pP pM1,oEq X P´qP 1pM1,oEq “ pP pM0,oEq X P qP 1pM0,oEq.
The representation τ “ τ˜W b τV is a cuspidal representation of the Levi subgroup GpΛoEq “
P pΛoEq{P 1pΛoEq of GpMt,oEq “ P pMt,oEq{P 1pMt,oEq, for t “ 0, 1, that can be inflated to the
parabolic subgroup P pΛoEq{P 1pMt,oEq, then induced to the full group GpMt,oEq. A specific
use of the notion of beta-extension relative to Mt,oE leads to self-dual characters χt of GpΛoEq,
for t “ 0, 1, giving rise to injective homomorphisms of algebras:
(3.1) H pGpMt,oEq, χt b τq ãÑ H pG, λP q pt “ 0, 1q.
We will elaborate on this in paragraph 3.12 below.
3.9. In order to make use of this, we need some control on the characters χt and it is here
that we really need to use the notion of p-primary beta-extension. We continue with the
notation of the previous paragraphs but, for the moment, drop the subscript t on Mt. We
will assume that P pΛoEq “ pP pMoEq X P qP 1pMoEq so that, in the notation above, we are
doing the case t “ 0; the case t “ 1 is obtained by exchanging the parabolic P with its
opposite P´. Denote by θM the transfer of θΛ “ θ to H1M “ H1pβ,Mq, and denote by ηΛ, ηM
the unique irreducible representations of J1Λ, J
1
M which contain θΛ, θM respectively. Similarly,
we have the representations η˜W , ηV of J˜
1
W , J
1
V which contain ϑ˜W , θV respectively.
For a moment, let pJ, J1, ηq be either pJM, J1M, ηMq or pJΛ, J1Λ, ηΛq, and let κ be any extension
of η to J . We define rP pκq, the Jacquet restriction of κ, as the natural representation of JXM
on the space of J1 XU -invariants of κ [4, Corollaire 1.12, Lemme 1.18]; that is, rP pκq is the
restriction to J XM of κP , in the notation of paragraph 3.6.
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3.10. In order to compute the character χ from (3.1), we need to compare the following
two representations of JΛ:
‚ the beta-extension κΛ,M of ηΛ to JΛ which is compatible with the p-primary beta-
extension κM of ηM to JM (in the sense of [35, Definition 4.5]);‚ the extension κΛ “ κPΛ of ηΛ to JΛ characterized by the property
rP pκPΛq » κ˜W b κV ,
where κ˜W and κV are the p-primary beta-extensions of η˜W and ηV respectively, as
above. (See [4, Lemme 1.16].)
We apply Jacquet restriction to κΛ,M. The groups JM XM and JΛ XM are both equal
to J˜W ˆ JV and the representations rP pκMq and rP pκΛ,Mq both extend η˜W b ηV . From [4,
Proposition 1.20], the beta-extension κΛ,M is characterized by
(3.2) rP pκΛ,Mq “ rP pκMq.
Proposition. For m P JM XM , define Mpmq as the signature of the permutation:
Adm : u ÞÑ m´1um, u P J1M X U´{H1M X U´.
The p-primary beta-extension κM of ηM to JM satisfies:
(3.3) rP pκMq » Mpκ˜W b κV q.
This proposition and (3.2) immediately imply:
Corollary. The extensions κΛ,M and κ
P
Λ of ηΛ to JΛ are related by:
rP pκPΛq “ MrP pκΛ,Mq.
Proof of Proposition. Let φ be an arbitrary extension of ηM to JM. By [4, Lemme 1.10] the
restriction of φ to pJMXP qJ1M is induced from the natural representation φP of pJMXP qH1M
on the space of J1M X U -invariants of φ. Hence we can realize φ|JMXM as the action by right
translation on functions taking values in the space of φP . We also have the representa-
tion ηM,P of pJ1M X P qH1M on the space of J1M X U -invariants of ηM.
Let rS be the space of η˜W and let S be the space of ηV , so that rSbS is the space of ηM,P . The
representation φP itself extends ηM,P , so our representation φ|JMXM acts by right translation
on the space of functions
f : pJM X P qJ1M ÝÑ rS b S
satisfying, for all x P pJM X P qH1M and all g P pJM X P qJ1M:
fpxgq “ φP pxqfpgq.
Using Iwahori decompositions as in [4, §1.3] we identify this space with the space T of
functions on J1MXU´{H1MXU´ with values in rS b S. The action of m P JMXM on f P T
is now given by:
φpmqfpuq “ fpumq “ fpm.m´1umq “ rP pφqpmqfpm´1umq,
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for u P J1M X U´{H1M X U´.
Let T0 be the space of complex functions on J1M X U´{H1M X U´ and E the permutation
representation of JM XM on T0:
Epmqfpuq “ fpm´1umq, for f P T0, m P JM XM, u P J1M X U´{H1M X U´.
We can further identify T with T0 b p rS b Sq to obtain φ|JMXM » E b rP pφq.
All of this applies to κM, so
κM|JMXM » E b rP pκMq.
The determinant of this representation has order a power of p, a property that is unchanged
by taking pk-th powers. Recall that the determinant of some x b y acting on X b Y
is pdetxqdimY pdet yqdimX . The two spaces here, T0 and rS b S, have dimension a power of p,
which is odd, and the determinant of E acting on T0 is M.
We now write rP pκMq “ κ˜W b κV where κ˜W is a beta-extension of η˜W and κV is a beta-
extension of ηV (see (3.2) and [35, Proposition 6.3]). It is enough to prove
M det pκ˜W b κV q has order a power of p.
Writing M for the restrictions of M to J˜W and to JV , this condition transforms into
det pM b κ˜W q and det pM b κV q have order a power of p.
The character M is trivial on pro-p-subgroups so Mb κ˜W and Mb κV are beta-extensions
of η˜W and ηV respectively [35, Theorem 4.1]. This last condition actually means that they
are the p-primary beta-extensions of η˜W and ηV respectively, and (3.3) follows. 
3.11. Before returning to the implications on reducibility, we examine the character M a
little further. We begin with a general lemma.
Lemma. Let Z be a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field Fq with odd cardinal-
ity q and let g P GLFqpZq. The signature of the permutation g of Z is equal to pdetFq gq q´12 .
Proof. As a character of GLFqpZq, the signature is trivial on the derived subgroup, which
is SLFqpZq, as q ą 2, hence factors through a character χ of the determinant over Fq. We
know χ2 is trivial and it remains to show that χ is not identically trivial on GLFqpZq.
Consider the permutation of Fq given by multiplication by an element ζ of Fqˆ of order 2t,
with q´1
2t
an odd integer. This permutation fixes 0 and has q´1
2t
cycles of length 2t in Fqˆ ,
so has odd signature. Then the element g “ diagpζ, 1, . . . , 1q has odd signature so χ is
non-trivial. 
Proposition. For m P JMXM , the permutation Adm of J1MXU´{H1MXU´ is an Fp-linear
transformation of this Fp-vector space and
Mpmq “ rdetFp Adms
p´1
2 .
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Moreover, the permutation u ÞÑ m´1um of the space J1M X U{H1M X U also has signa-
ture Mpmq.
Proof. The first part follows from the previous lemma. Since the decomposition X “ V K
pW ‘W ˚q is subordinate to rM,´, 0, βs, the pairing
xx, yy “ θMprx, ysq, for x P J1M X U´{H1M X U´, y P J1M X U{H1M X U,
identifies each of those Fp-vector spaces to the dual of the other [35, Lemma 5.6], in such a
way that, for m P JMXM , the transpose of the map x ÞÑ m´1xm, for x P J1MXU´{H1MXU´,
is y ÞÑ mym´1, for y P J1M X U{H1M X U . The result follows. 
3.12. We return to the notation of paragraphs 3.4–3.8 and now put together the Hecke
algebra homomorphisms (3.1) with 3.10 Proposition. Let t “ 0 or 1. We recall from [35,
(7.3)] (rephrased in the present framework in [4, Proposition 3.6]) that if κ “ c-IndJΛJP κP is
a beta-extension of ηΛ “ c-IndJ
1
Λ
J1P
ηP relative to Mt, then there is an injective morphism of
algebras
H pGpMt,oEq, τ˜W b τV q ãÑH pSpF pXq, κP b pτ˜W b τV qq
that preserves support. We want to express this with the fixed representation λP “ κΛ,P on
the right, where κΛ,P |JXM “ κ˜W bκV , as in paragraph 3.6. We thus plug in 3.10 Proposition
above and get:
Theorem. Let t “ 0 or 1. There is an injective morphism of algebras
jt :H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τV qq ãÑH pSpF pXq, λP q
that preserves support, i.e. Supppjtpφqq “ JP SupppφqJP , for all φ PH pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b
τV qq.
3.13. We now focus on the finite-dimensional algebraH pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W bτV qq, a Hecke
algebra on the finite reductive group GpMt,oEq relative to a cuspidal representation of the
parabolic subgroup P pΛoEq{P 1pMt,oEq.
Let X “Klj“0 Xj be the splitting associated to the skew semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs.
Since the stratum rΛW ,´, 0, βW s is simple, there is a unique index i such that W Ď X i, and
then W ˚ Ď X i also. This index i will be fixed until the end of the section.
Writing V j “ V XXj, the skew semisimple stratum rΛV ,´, 0, βV s then has splitting consist-
ing of the non-zero spaces in V “Klj“0 V j; the only spaces which may be zero here are V 0
(since we have the convention that β0 “ 0) and V i (which is zero if and only ifX i “ W‘W ˚).
The ambient finite group GpMt,oEq is a product over j, for 0 ď j ď l, of analogous groups
relative to Xj, but in all of them except X i the parabolic subgroup considered is the full
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group:
P pMt,oEq{P 1pMt,oEq » P pMit,oiEq{P
1pMit,oiEq ˆ
ź
j‰i
P pΛj
ojE
q{P 1pΛj
ojE
q
P pΛoEq{P 1pMt,oEq » P pΛioiEq{P
1pMit,oiEq ˆ
ź
j‰i
P pΛj
ojE
q{P 1pΛj
ojE
q.
The representation τ˜W b τV decomposes accordingly using τV “ blj“0τj and we finally get
an isomorphism of algebras:
(3.4) H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τV qq »H pGpMit,oiEq, Mtpτ˜W b τiqq
where τ˜W b τi is a cuspidal representation of G˜pΛW,oiEqˆGpΛiV,oiEq, identified with a maximal
Levi subgroup of each finite reductive group GpMi
t,oiE
q, for t “ 0, 1.
It follows from Lusztig’s work [26], as recalled in section 5, that this algebra is two-dimensional,
because τ˜W and Mt are self-dual. It has basis given by the identity element and an ele-
ment Tt supported on the double coset of a certain Weyl group element, called si, if t “ 0,
or s$i if t “ 1, in [35, §7.2.2]; this only defines Tt up to a non-zero scalar, which will not
matter to us at first. Lusztig gives an algorithm permitting the actual computation of the
quadratic relation satisfied by Tt. This relation always has the following shape, for some
non-zero complex number ωt:
(3.5) pTt ´ qrt ωtqpTt ` ωtq “ 0, where rt “ rtpMtpτ˜W b τiqq ě 0.
We emphasise the dependency in the inducing cuspidal representation Mtpτ˜W b τiq.
3.14. Finally, we can restate [4, Proposition 3.12], describing the real parts of the reducibil-
ity points we wish to compute, in our notation. Recall that, for ρ a cuspidal representation
of GLF pW q as above, we write tpρq for the number of unramified characters χ of GLF pW q
such that ρbχ » ρ. Recall also that, if ρ is self-dual, then there are precisely two represen-
tations ρ, ρ1 in the inertial class of ρ which are self-dual.
Let pi be a cuspidal representation of G. Recall that there is a real number spipρq ě 0 such
that, for real s, the normalised induced representation νsρˆ pi of SpF pXq is reducible if and
only if s “ ˘spipρq, and similarly we have spipρ1q. Then, for complex s, if νsρˆpi is reducible
then the real part of s must be ˘spipρq or ˘spipρ1q; we say that these are the real parts of
the reducibility points of νsρˆ pi.
Proposition ([4, Proposition 3.12]). Let pi be a a cuspidal representation of G, let ρ be
an irreducible self-dual cuspidal representation of GLF pW q, and take all the notation of the
previous paragraphs. Then the real parts of the reducibility points of the normalized induced
representation νsρˆ pi are the elements of the set
(3.6)
"
˘r0 ` r1
2tpρq ,˘
r0 ´ r1
2tpρq
*
, where r0 “ r0pM0pτ˜W b τiqq, r1 “ r1pM1pτ˜W b τiqq.
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Note that, by [10, Lemma 6.2.5], the unramified twist number tpρq can also be computed
from the formula tpρq “ dimF W
epF rβW s{F q .
3.15. We can also apply the discussion of the previous paragraphs in the space X i “
W ‘ V i ‘W ˚. From the splitting of our strata, we have the lattice sequence ΛiV “ ΛX V i
and the simple stratum rΛiV ,´, 0, βiV s in V i. We write Ji “ JpβiV ,ΛiV q, and similarly for J1i
and H1i , and let κi be the p-primary beta-extension of the simple character θ|H1i . Then τi is
a representation of the reductive quotient Ji{J1i and, putting Gi “ SpF pV iq we can define
the cuspidal representation pii “ c-IndGiJΛi κi b τi of Gi. (Note that, if V i “ t0u, then pii is
the trivial representation of the trivial group.)
Applying the discussion above to the representation pii and the space X
i, we find that the real
parts of the reducibility points of the normalized induced representation νsρˆpii of SpF pX iq
are the elements of the set
(3.7)
"
˘r
1
0 ` r11
2tpρq ,˘
r10 ´ r11
2tpρq
*
, where r10 “ r0pMi0pτ˜W b τiqq, r11 “ r1pMi1pτ˜W b τiqq.
The comparison between (3.6) and (3.7) will be crucial.
3.16. We end this section with the simplest example of the computation of the parame-
ters r0, r1 in (3.6), for positive depth representations. Continuing in the notation above, we
assume that i ą 0 and that βi is maximal in the following sense: we have rF rβis : F s “
dimF V
i, so that (the image of) F rβis is a maximal extension of F in EndF pV iq. In particu-
lar, this implies that V i ‰ t0u. We assume moreover that dimF W “ dimF V i, the smallest
example of the situation above. (It will turn out that this is in fact the only situation of
interest, in this context.)
Let Ei0 be the fixed field of the adjoint involution acting on E
i “ F rβis. The centralizer
of βi in SpF pX iq is thus isomorphic to the unitary group Up2, 1qpEi{Ei0q. In the latter group,
there are two conjugacy classes of maximal compact subgroups, the reductive quotients of
which are, for some a and b with ta, bu “ t0, 1u depending on the initial lattice sequence Λi:
‚ GpMa,oEq » Up2, 1qpkEi{kEi0q and GpMb,oEq » Up1, 1q ˆ Up1qpkEi{kEi0q, if Ei{Ei0 is
unramified;
‚ GpMa,oEq » SLp2, kEiq ˆ t˘1u and GpMb,oEq » Op2, 1qpkEiq, if Ei{Ei0 is ramified.
We set f “ fpEi0{F q. From the calculations in section 5 the possible values for ra, rb and
the sets of real parts of reducibility points in (3.6) are:
‚ if Ei{Ei0 is unramified: ra “ 3f or f , and rb “ f ; real parts t˘1,˘12u or t˘12 , 0u;‚ if Ei{Ei0 is ramified: ra “ f or 0, and rb “ f ; real parts t˘1, 0u or t˘12 ,˘12u.
In both cases the value of rb “ rbpMb τ˜W b τiq is independent of the representation. We
choose τ˜W such that rapMapτ˜W b τiqq “ 3f if Ei{Ei0 is unramified, or rapMapτ˜W b τiqq “ f
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if Ei{Ei0 is ramified. This choice, which we denote by τ˜W , is unique and provides us with a
reducibility with real part 1.
We conclude that there exists one and only one self-dual cuspidal representation ρ of GLF pW q
containing the simple character ϑ˜W such that the parabolically induced representation ν
1ρbpi
is reducible. The representation ρ contains the type pJ˜W , κ˜W b τ˜W q. However, as discussed
previously, this does not give us a full description of the self-dual representation ρ: we know
its inertial class but this still leaves two possibilities. This situation is explored more fully
in Section 6.
3.17. Applying the previous paragraph again to the representation pii of Gi “ SpF pV iq
and comparing (3.6) and (3.7), we remark that the relevant choice of ρ˜W for the situation
in X, with the cuspidal representation pi of G “ SpF pV q, differs from the analogous choice
relative to the situation in X i, with the cuspidal representation pii of Gi, by a simple twist
by the character MaMia . Indeed, in our example, the value of rb is independent of the
representation. In the next section we will study the general case, when ra and rb may both
depend on the representation.
4. Reduction to the simple case
In this section, we make the reduction to the simple case, proving 2.6 Theorem. As inti-
mated at the end of the last chapter, the key point to prove is that the character MtMit is
independent of t (see 4.3 Proposition). Note that the character MtMit is the character χi
appearing in the statement of 2.6 Theorem. While we have a description of it as a permuta-
tion character and, through careful analysis of this permutation, give a recipe by which one
could compute it, we do not here compute it precisely; we only check that it is independent
of t.
There is one further subtlety which should be remarked upon. In Section 3, we began with a
pair of cuspidal representations pρ, piq and built from them a cover of a type, without starting
from types for ρ and pi. In this section, we begin just with a cuspidal representation pi of G
and a cuspidal type λ for it, and use this to define certain cuspidal representations ρ of general
linear groups, and maximal simple types λ˜ for them. The cover obtained in Section 3 is then
indeed a cover of λ˜bλ but this is only clear because the (semi)simple characters in λ and λ˜
are suitably related. Thus we take great care to set up the notation in this section.
4.1. We first review the notation that we need. This is the notation as in paragraph 2.6
so that it differs slightly from the notation of the previous chapter. In particular, objects
in the symplectic space V do not have the subscript V ; instead, the corresponding objects
in X (which we have yet to define) will have the subscript X.
Throughout this and the following paragraphs, we fix a cuspidal representation pi of G “
SpF pV q. We have the following data.
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In the symplectic space V .
‚ A maximal skew semisimple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs in EndF pV q and a skew semisimple
character θ of H1 “ H1pβ,Λq such that θ occurs in pi.
‚ The irreducible representation η of J1 “ J1pβ,Λq containing θ and the p-primary
beta-extension κ of η to J “ Jpβ,Λq.
‚ A cuspidal representation τ of GpΛoEq “ P pΛoEq{P 1pΛoEq such that pi is induced
from λ “ κb τ .
The stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs can be written (uniquely) as an orthogonal direct sum of skew
simple strata rΛj,´, 0, βjs in EndF pV jq, for j “ 0, . . . , l, with the convention that β0 “ 0.
The data above then give us the following data in the spaces V j.
‚ Skew simple characters θj of H1j “ H1pβj,Λjq, which are the restriction of θ.
‚ The irreducible representation ηj of J1j “ J1pβj,Λjq containing θj and the p-primary
beta-extension κj of ηj to Jj “ Jpβj,Λjq.
‚ The cuspidal representations τj of GpΛjojEq such that, via the isomorphism GpΛoEq »śl
j“0 GpΛjojEq, we have τ “ b
l
j“0τj.
‚ The representation λj “ κj b τj of Jj.
Note that, writing Gj “ SpF pV jq, the representation pij “ c-IndGjJj λj is a cuspidal represen-
tation. A priori, it is not determined uniquely by the representation pi, but it is determined
by our choice of data prΛ,´, 0, βs, θq such that pi contains θ.
We now fix i P t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lu and choose an F -vector space W whose dimension is divisible by
the degree rEi : F s. We then have the following data.
In the vector space W .
‚ A maximal simple stratum rΛW ,´, 0, βW s in EndF pW q, together with a field iso-
morphism Ei “ F rβis Ñ F rβW s “ EW fixing F and taking βi to βW .
‚ The simple character ϑ˜W of H˜1W “ H˜1pβW ,ΛW q which is the transfer of the square pθ˜iq2
of the unique self-dual simple character of H˜1pβi,Λiq restricting to θi.
‚ The p-primary beta-extension κ˜W of ϑ˜W to J˜W “ J˜pβW ,ΛW q and an irreducible
self-dual cuspidal representation τ˜W of G˜pΛW,oW q, inflated to J˜W , where we have
written oW for the ring of integers of EW .
‚ A self-dual cuspidal representation ρ of GLF pW q containing λ˜W “ κ˜W b τ˜W .
These data also induce data in the dual space W ˚ as follows. By duplicating if necessary,
we assume that ΛW has period divisible by 4 and that ΛW p´1q ‰ ΛW p0q. (The reason for
doing this is to ensure that the self-dual lattice sequence we will obtain conforms to our
standard normalization – see 1.1 Remark.) Writing x¨, ¨y for the pairing W ˆW ˚ Ñ F , we
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define ΛW˚ by
Λ˚W prq “ tw˚ P W ˚ | xΛW p1´ rq, w˚y Ď pF u, for r P Z;
then the lattice sequence ΛW ‘ΛW˚ is self-dual with respect to the natural symplectic struc-
ture on W ‘W ˚. We also define βW˚ in EndF pW ˚q by
xw, β˚W pw˚qy “ ´xβW pwq, w˚y, for all w P W, w˚ P W ˚.
Note that, by the fact that rΛi,´, 0, βis is skew, there is a unique isomorphism Ei Ñ F rβW˚ s
which takes βi to βW˚ .
We now use these data to define corresponding data in the larger spaces on which we will
have covers (as in Section 3). We define the symplectic space X i “ pW ‘W ˚q K V i, for
which we have the following.
In the symplectic space X i.
‚ The maximal Levi subgroup Mi » GLF pW q ˆ SpF pV iq of SpF pX iq which stabilizes
the decomposition X i “ pW ‘W ˚q K V i, and the maximal parabolic subgroup Pi “
MiUi which stabilizes the subspace W (so stabilizes the flag W Ď W K V i Ă X i).
‚ The skew simple stratum rΛiX ,´, 0, βiXs in EndF pX iq, where ΛiX “ pΛW ‘ΛW˚ q K Λ
and βiX is the unique skew simple element which stabilizes the decomposition X
i “
pW ‘W ˚q K V i and acts as βi on V i and as βW on W ; it then acts as βW˚ on W ˚.
We identify Ei with F rβiXs via the isomorphism which takes βi to βiX .‚ Two further skew simple strata in EndF pX iq,
rMi0,´, 0, βiXs, rMi1,´, 0, βiXs,
such that b0pMitq, for t “ 0, 1, are the two maximal self-dual oiE-orders in the
commuting algebra of βiX which contain b0pΛiXq.‚ The unique skew simple character θiX of H1Xi “ H1pβiX ,ΛiXq that restricts to θi
on H1i and to ϑ˜W on H˜
1
W ; this is the transfer to Λ
i
X of the skew simple character θi.‚ For t “ 0, 1, the skew simple character θMit of H1Mit that is transferred from θiX ;
the corresponding irreducible representation ηMit of J
1
Mit
; and the p-primary beta-
extension κMit of ηMit to JMit .
‚ An SpF pX iq-cover pJ iP , λiP q of the pair pJ˜W ˆ Ji, λ˜W b λiq in Mi.
Finally, we define the symplectic spaceX “ pW‘W ˚q K V “ X i K V _i, where V _i “ K
j‰iV
j,
for which we have the following.
In the symplectic space X.
‚ The maximal Levi subgroup M » GLF pW qˆSpF pV q of SpF pXq which stabilizes the
decomposition X “ pW ‘W ˚q K V , and the maximal parabolic subgroup P “MU
which stabilizes the subspace W .
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‚ The skew semisimple stratum rΛX ,´, 0, βXs, where ΛX “ ΛiX K Λ_i, with Λ_i “Kj‰i
Λj, and β the unique skew semisimple element which stabilises the decomposi-
tion X “ pW ‘W ˚q K V and acts as β on V and βW on W (or, equivalently, acts
as βiX on X
i and as β_i “ Àj‰i βj on V _i, from which it is clear that the result-
ing stratum is indeed semisimple). We identify E with F rβXs via the isomorphism
which takes βi to βiX and β
j to itself, for j ‰ i.
‚ Two further skew semisimple strata
rM0,´, 0, βXs, rM1,´, 0, βXs,
where Mt “Mit K Λ_i, for t “ 0, 1; then b0pMtq are the two maximal self-dual oE-
orders in the commuting algebra of βX which contain b0pΛXq.
‚ The unique skew semisimple character θX of H1X “ H1pβX ,ΛXq which restricts to θ
on H1 and to ϑ˜W on H˜
1
W ; it is the transfer to H
1
X of the skew semisimple character θ,
and restricts to θiX on H
1
Xi .‚ For t “ 0, 1, the skew semisimple character θMt of H1Mt that is transferred from θX ;
the corresponding irreducible representation ηMt of J
1
Mt
; and the p-primary beta-
extension κMt of ηMt to JMt .
‚ An SpF pXq-cover pJP , λP q of the pair pJ˜W ˆ J, λ˜W b λq in M .
4.2. We use the setup in the previous paragraph and come back to the comparison of real
parts of reducibility points, as in paragraph 3.17. The comparison of beta-extensions yields,
as in 3.10 Proposition, characters Mit and Mt for t “ 0, 1.
We fix t “ 0, 1 and temporarily drop the subscript t. By definition Mpmq, for m P JMXM ,
is the signature of the permutation Adm : u ÞÑ m´1um of the quotient J1M X U{H1M X
U , isomorphic to the Fp-vector space J1M X U{H1M X U, where U is the Lie algebra of U
(see 3.10 Proposition and 3.11 Proposition). The same holds with Mipmq, for m P JMi X
M i: it is the signature of the same permutation on J1Mi X Ui{H1Mi X Ui. On the other
hand U is isomorphic to Ui ‘ HomF pV _i,W q in an Mi-equivariant way, and the action
of pm, yq P GLF pW q ˆ SpF pV iq on φ P HomF pV _i,W q is given by φ ÞÑ mφ. The associated
decompositions of the lattices J1 and H1 (as in [10, Proposition 7.1.12]) lead to:
Lemma. Let pm, yq P P˜ pΛW,oW q ˆ P pΛioiEq. Then pMiMqppm, yqq is the signature of the
permutation φ ÞÑ mφ of
X :“ J1M X HomF pV _i,W q{H1M X HomF pV _i,W q.
Now the quotient group P˜ pΛW,oW q{P˜ 1pΛW,oW q is a general linear group GLmW pkW q over the
finite extension kW “ kEi of kF ; this extension depends only on the endo-class of the simple
character ϑ˜W . The lemma actually asserts that the character MMi is trivial on P pΛioiEq and
factors through the signature of the natural left action of GLmW pkW q on X.
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4.3. Retrieving the subscripts t, our main tool is the following comparison of characters:
Proposition. With notation as above, we have
Mi0M0 “ Mi1M1 .
This character, as a character of GLmW pkW q, can be written as χi ˝ detkW , where χi is a
quadratic character of kˆW which is independent of the choice of the space W .
The independence on the space W (for a fixed choice of i) is particularly important. We
postpone the proof of the Proposition for now and, taking it for granted, deduce 2.6 Theorem.
4.4. Recall that we have written pi “ c-IndGJ λ and, for j “ 0, . . . , l, we have the cuspidal
representation pij “ c-IndGjJj λj of Gj “ SpF pV jq. We have θj, the simple character of H1j
contained in λj, and we write θ˜j for the self-dual simple character of H˜
1
j which restricts to θj.
Let Θj be the endo-class of the simple character pθ˜jq2, which is a simple character for the
stratum rΛj,´, 0, 2βjs, and kΘj for the corresponding extension of kF .
Recall that, for an endo-class Θ and a character χ of the multiplicative group of the corre-
sponding finite field kΘ, we have:
‚ Jordppiq, the Jordan set of pi (see paragraph 2.1);
‚ IJordppi,Θq, the inertial Jordan set of pi relative to Θ, which is the multiset of
pairs prρs,mq, for pρ,mq P Jordppiq such that ρ has endo-class Θ;
‚ IJordppi,Θqχ, the χ-twisted inertial Jordan set of pi relative to Θ, which is the
multiset of pairs prρsχ,mq with pρ,mq P Jordppi,Θq.
Recall here that, if ρ contains a maximal simple type pJ˜ , λ˜q, then rρsχ denotes the inertial
class of cuspidal representations containing pJ˜ , λ˜bχ˝detq (see paragraph 2.4). Also, when χ
is the trivial character we just write IJordppi,Θq.
We restate 2.6 Theorem in a refined form:
Theorem. Fix i with 0 ď i ď l, and let χi be the character of kˆΘi such that χi ˝ detkΘi is
the twisting character in 4.3 Proposition. We have an equality of multisets
IJordppi,Θiq “ IJordppii,Θiqχi .
Proof. This is now just a matter of putting together the previous results. Let ρ be a cuspidal
representation with endo-class Θi and use the notation of paragraph 4.1 so that ρ is a
representation of GLF pW q containing the maximal simple type λ˜W “ κ˜W b τ˜W . The values
of m, if any, for which prρs,mq P IJordppii,Θiq can then be computed from (3.7): more
precisely, they are
(4.1)
ˇˇˇˇ
r0pMi0pτ˜W b τiqq ˘ r1pMi1pτ˜W b τiqq
tpρq
ˇˇˇˇ
´ 1,
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whenever these integers are strictly positive, together with positive integers less than this
and of the same parity.
Now we consider the inertial class rρsχi . The cuspidal representations in this class contain
the maximal simple type λ˜W b χi ˝ det “ κ˜W b pτ˜W b χi ˝ detq. Then, using (3.6), we see
that the values of m for which prρsχi ,mq P IJordppi,Θiq areˇˇˇˇ
r0pM0ppτ˜W b χi ˝ detq b τiqq ˘ r1pM1ppτ˜W b χi ˝ detq b τiqq
tpρq
ˇˇˇˇ
´ 1,
whenever these integers are strictly positive, together with positive integers less than this
and of the same parity. But 4.3 Proposition says that these are precisely the same integers as
those in (4.1) (recall that all the characters here are quadratic), and the result follows. 
Remark. As we have seen in the proof, the pairs prρs,mq which appear in IJordppiq are
determined by the values of rt “ rtpMipτ˜W b τiqq. Denote by ρ1 the other self-dual cuspidal
in the inertial class rρs. If ρ and ρ1 are of opposite parity, say ρ is of symplectic type and ρ1
is of orthogonal type, then we also recover this part of the full Jordan set Jordppiq: if m is
even then it is pρ,mq which appears in Jordppiq, while if m is odd then it is pρ1,mq.
Suppose now that ρ, ρ1 are of the same parity and prρs,mq appears in IJordppiq. Then ρ
and ρ1 both appear with the same multiplicities in Jordppiq if and only if r0r1 “ 0. Thus in
this case we also recover this part of the full Jordan set. Both ρ and ρ1 appear with some
multiplicity in Jordppiq if and only if |r0´ r1| ą tpρq; when ρ, ρ1 are both of orthogonal type,
this condition simplifies to r0 ‰ r1, since the reducibility points must be integers in this
case.
The situations in which ρ, ρ1 have the same parity are examined more closely from the Galois
point of view in Section 6.
It remains now to prove 4.3 Proposition, which will take up the remainder of this section.
4.5. In this and the next few paragraphs, we define and study an auxiliary lattice sequence
which will be needed for the calculations. Let ΛW and ΛY be oF -lattice sequences in finite
dimensional F -vector spaces W and Y respectively, with the same oF -period e. We define
an oF -lattice sequence C “ CpΛY ,ΛW q in the vector space C “ HomF pY,W q by
Cptq “ tg P C | gΛY piq Ď ΛW pi` tq for all i P Zu, for t P Z.
We call the jumps of ΛY those integers i such that ΛY piq ‰ ΛY pi` 1q (and similarly for any
lattice sequence). The set of jumps of ΛY is also the image of Y zt0u by the valuation map
attached to ΛY , given by valY pyq “ maxtk P Z | y P ΛY pkqu, for y P Y zt0u.
We make the following assumptions:
(i) The set of jumps of ΛW is equal to aW ` sWZ and the set of jumps of ΛY is equal
to aY ` sYZ.
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(ii) The orders apΛW q and apΛY q are principal orders, in other words non-zero quo-
tients ΛW piq{ΛW pi` 1q are all isomorphic, and the same for ΛY . In particular there
is an element ΠW P apΛW q (resp. ΠY P apΛY q) such that ΠW pΛW piqq “ ΛW pi ` 1q
(resp. ΠY pΛY piqq “ ΛY pi` 1q) whenever i is a jump of ΛW (resp. of ΛY ) [10, §5.5].
Lemma. The set of jumps of C is equal to paW ´ aY q ` gcdpsW , sY qZ. Moreover, the
quotient spaces Cpiq{Cpi ` 1q that are non-zero are all isomorphic as kF -vector spaces, and
their common dimension is
c “ cpΛY ,ΛW q “ gcdpsW , sY q
e
dimF W dimF Y.
Proof. Proving that the set of jumps is contained in the given Z-coset is straightforward
using only assumption (i). Now we use assumption (ii) and remark that ΠW and ΠY sat-
isfy ΠW pΛW piqq “ ΛW pi`sW q and ΠY pΛY piqq “ ΛY pi`sY q, for any integer i. For any φ P C
we check that:
valCpΠWφq “ valCpφq ` sW , valCpφΠY q “ valCpφq ` sY .
The left (resp. right) multiplication by ΠW (resp. ΠY ) is thus an isomorphism of oF -modules
from Cptq onto Cpt` sW q (resp. Cpt` sY q) whence the isomorphy.
To compute the dimension we use the generalized index notation rA : Bs for two lattices A
and B in a same finite dimensional vector space: rA : Bs is just the ordinary quotient
of rA : Xs and rB : Xs for any lattice X contained in A and B.
The common oF -period e is a multiple of sW and sY , say e “ rW sW “ rY sY . Write s “
gcdpsW , sY q and pick integers n,m such that s “ nsW `msY . We have, for any integer k,
rCpkq : Cpk ` sqs “ rCpkq : Cpk ` nsW qs rCpk ` nsW q : Cpk ` nsW `msY qs
“ rCpkq : Cpk ` sW qsn rCpkq : Cpk ` sY qsm
“ rCpkq : $FCpkqs
n
rW rCpkq : $FCpkqs
m
rY
“ rCpkq : $FCpkqs se
whence the result. 
4.6. We will need to determine the effect on CpΛY ,ΛW q of a shift in indices on ΛW . We
further assume the following.
Notation. (i) The space W is an EW -vector space for some finite extension EW of F ,
with ramification index eW and residue field kW of cardinality qW .
(ii) We fix two oW -lattice sequences ΛW,0 and ΛW,1 in W with the same underlying
lattice chain of period 1 over EW (so that sW,0 “ sW,1 “ e{eW ) and with jumps
at aW,0 “ 0 and aW,1 “ e2eW respectively.
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We write sY “ erY and put Ct “ CpΛY ,ΛW,tq, for t “ 0, 1. The sets of jumps of C0, C1 are
respectively
´aY ` gcd
ˆ
e
rY
,
e
eW
˙
Z and
e
2eW
´ aY ` gcd
ˆ
e
rY
,
e
eW
˙
Z;
they are the same when e
2eW
divides gcd
´
e
rY
, e
eW
¯
. We get the following, where val2 is
the 2-adic valuation of an integer.
Lemma. C0 and C1 have the same jumps if and only if val2peW q ă val2prY q. Otherwise the
jumps of C0 and C1 are shifted by 12 gcdp erY , eeW q.
4.7. We now observe that the group GLmW pkW q acts on the quotients Ctpiq{Ctpi ` 1q by
left multiplication, where mW “ dimEW W . These actions commute with the left action
of EˆW and with the right action of ΠY so, on the non-zero quotients, they are all equivalent
and the corresponding permutations of the non-zero sets Ctpiq{Ctpi ` 1q all have the same
signature.
In the same fashion the non-zero quotients Ctpiq{Ctpi ` 1q are isomorphic left modules
over a0pΛW,t,oW q{a1pΛW,t,oW q » MmW pkW q. The latter is a simple algebra hence those
modules have composition series with d simple quotients all isomorphic to the natural
module kmWW . The determinant of the action of g P GLmW pkW q on any such module is
thus pdetkW gqd and the signature of the corresponding permutation is
´
pdetkW gq
qW´1
2
¯d
by 3.11 Lemma. The associated character of GLmW pkW q is then trivial if and only if d is
even. Now 4.5 Lemma gives us:
d “ 1
mW rkW : kF s
gcd
´
e
rY
, e
eW
¯
e
dimF W dimF Y
Since dimF W “ eW rkW : kF smW , we conclude:
Lemma. The signature of the natural left action of GLmW pkW q on the non trivial quo-
tients Ctpiq{Ctpi` 1q is the trivial character if and only if
d “ eW
lcmprY , eW q dimF Y
is even; otherwise it is the unique character of GLmW pkW q of order two. In particular:
‚ this signature only depends on eW , not on W itself;
‚ when C0 and C1 do not have the same jumps, we have d ” dimF Y pmod 2q.
4.8. We return to the notation of paragraphs 4.1, 4.2 but, for now, we drop the subscript t
so that M denotes either of the orders M0 or M1. We first detail the structure of the b0pMq-
bimodule J1MXU{H1MXU, isomorphic to J1MXU{H1MXU by the Cayley map, or equivalently
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by Y ÞÑ 1`Y . (Recall that U denotes the Lie algebra of U .) We use the inductive definition
of the orders JM and HM given in [34, §3.2].
We have, for some u ě 1, a sequence pγ0 “ β, γ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γu “ 0q and a strictly increasing
sequence of integers 0 ă r0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ru´1 “ n :“ vMpβq such that, for 0 ď v ď u ´ 1,
the stratum rM,´, rv ´ 1, γvs is semi-simple and the stratum rM,´, rv, γvs is equivalent
to rM,´, rv, γv`1s. Using the inductive definition and writing rZs for the image in the
Grothendieck group of a b0pMq-bimodule Z, we find that:
(4.2)
rJ1M{H1Ms “ ran{2M {apn{2q`M s ´ rbr0{2γ0,M{bpr0{2q`γ0,M s `
u´1ÿ
v“1
´
rbrv´1{2γv ,M {bprv´1{2q`γv ,M s ´ rbrv{2γv ,M{bprv{2q`γv ,M s
¯
,
where b
r{2
γ,M is shorthand for the intersection of ar{2pMq with the centraliser of γ.
From [34, Proposition 3.4], we may choose the elements γv so that the decomposition X “
V K pW ‘W ˚q is subordinate to all strata considered above; in particular we can take inter-
sections with U in every term in the above equality. Then the value Mpmq of the quadratic
character M can be calculated as the product of the signatures of the permutation Adm on
each resulting quotient.
4.9. We now begin the proof of 4.3 Proposition. Recall that, by 4.2 Lemma, the charac-
ter MiM is given by the signature of the permutation φ ÞÑ mφ on
X :“ J1M X HomF pV _i,W q{H1M X HomF pV _i,W q,
for m P P˜ pΛW,oW q.
The space HomF pV _i,W q decomposes as a direct sum‘j‰iHomF pV j,W q. Moreover, each V j
in turn decomposes as a direct sum V j “Ksjs“1 Y j,s of subspaces Y j,s for which the assump-
tions of §4.5–4.7 are satisfied, and such that the resulting decomposition of V is subordinate
to rΛ,´, 0, βs. Precisely:
‚ if βj is non-zero, we take a direct sum of lines over Ej that splits the lattice se-
quence Λj as in [12, §5.3 Lemma].
‚ If βj “ 0, the reductive quotient of the maximal parahoric subgroup P pΛjq is iso-
morphic to the direct product of at most two symplectic groups over kF , whence a
decomposition of V j as an orthogonal sum of at most two symplectic spaces satis-
fying the conditions required.
The action of GLmW pkW q on X then decomposes as a direct sum over j, s of actions on
Xj,s “ J1M XYj,s{H1M XYj,s,
where Yj,s “ HomF pY j,s,W q.
Using [34, Proposition 3.4] and [12, §5.3 Corollary], we may choose the elements γv for (4.2)
so that the decomposition X “Kj,s Y j,s K pW ‘W ˚q is subordinate to all strata consid-
ered. The action of GLmW pkW q then decomposes further along (4.2) into pieces that fit the
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hypotheses of 4.7 Lemma, namely pieces of the following forms:
Q1 “ ran{2M XYj,s{apn{2q`M XYj,ss,
Q2 “ rbr0{2γ0,M XYj,s{bpr0{2q`γ0,M XYj,ss,
Q3 “ rbrv´1{2γv ,M XYj,s{bprv´1{2q`γv ,M XYj,ss ´ rbrv{2γv ,M XYj,s{bprv{2q`γv ,M XYj,ss.
4.10. At last we come to the point, which is not actually to compute the character MiM,
but rather to prove that this character does not depend on the maximal self-dual order M.
In our setting there are exactly two choices for M, with a given period e and duality invari-
ant d “ 1. Indeed, the lattice chain underlying the self-dual lattice sequence ΛXXpW ‘W ˚q
is the disjoint union of two self-dual lattice chains, one containing a self-dual lattice and
its multiples, the other containing a non-self-dual lattice (whose dual is pW times it) and
its multiples. Let M0 and M1 be the two possible choices and write ΛW,0 “ M0 X W
and ΛW,1 “ M1 XW . According to [35, Lemma 6.7], the sets of jumps of ΛW,0 and ΛW,1
are e
eW
Z and e
2eW
` e
eW
Z respectively, and all results in paragraphs 4.5–4.7 apply.
We can thus compare Mi0M0 and Mi1M1 term by term.
Term Q1. We apply paragraphs 4.5–4.7, replacing Y by Y
j,s, ΛY by Λ X Y j,s and us-
ing ΛW,t “MtXW as above, for t “ 0, 1. We remark that dimF Y j,s is always even. Hence,
by 4.7 Lemma, the signature on Q1 is trivial unless C0 and C1 have the same jumps, so give
the same signature.
Term Q2. We actually have γ0 “ β, hence this term is zero if the centralizer of β does
not intersect HomF pV j,W q. This condition holds under the assumptions of 4.3 Proposition
because j ‰ i.
Term Q3. Since M0 and M1 have the same intersection with V , we may and do choose
the same sequence pγv, rvq for both. We may also scale all our lattice sequences to make the
period big enough so that all numbers rv{2 are integers. Now Q3 is zero unless the centralizer
of γv intersects HomF pV j,W q, which we now assume. We then apply paragraphs 4.5–4.7
over F rγvs.
If the lattice sequences C0 and C1 have the same jumps we have the equality we want. Other-
wise, they are shifted by half a period (4.6 Lemma) and the integer d given by 4.7 Lemma is
equal to dimF rγvs Y j,s. If d is even we are also done. Otherwise we have βj ‰ 0 and sΛ “ e{ej,
and the period of C0 and C1 is e{lcmpeW , ejq.
Since Q3 is the difference of two terms rCtpaqs´rCtpbqs in the lattice sequence Ct, for t “ 0, 1,
over F rγvs, the values of Q3 for t “ 0 and t “ 1 will be the same on condition that the
difference a´ b is a multiple of half the period. This is what we will now prove.
In the notation of (4.2), we let h ě 1 be the smallest integer such that the centralizer of γh
intersects HomF pV j,W q, so that we only need to consider terms with v ě h. If h “ u there
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is nothing to do. Otherwise, we need to examine the values of rh and rh´1 more closely,
in terms of the normalized critical exponents kF0 rγvs (see [34, pp. 129,141–2]). We use [34,
p. 141], case (ii) for rh´1 “ ´k0pγh´1,Mq (the unnormalized critical exponent relative to M)
and case (i) for rh “ ´k0pγh,Mq, to get
rh´1 “ vF rγhspcq
epM|oF q
epF rγhs{F q , rh “ ´k
F
0 pγhq epM|oF qepF rγhs{F q ,
for some element c in F rγhs, so that
rh´1
2
´ rh
2
“ epM|oF rγhsq
2
`
vF rγhspcq ` kF0 pγhq
˘
.
This is indeed an integer multiple of the half-period of jumps
epM|oF rγhsq
2
ˆ
lcmpeW , ejq
epF rγhs{F q
˙´1
since the last term is the inverse of an integer.
For v ą h we use [34, p. 141] case (i) again and get:
rv´1
2
´ rv
2
“ epM|oF rγvsq
2
ˆ
´kF0 pγv´1q epF rγvs{F qepF rγv´1s{F q ` k
F
0 pγvq
˙
This is a multiple of the half-period of jumps if and only if
´kF0 pγv´1qepF rγvs{F q ` kF0 pγvqepF rγv´1s{F q
epF rγv´1s{F q
lcmpeW , ejq
epF rγvs{F q
“
ˆ
´kF0 pγv´1q ` kF0 pγvqepF rγv´1s{F qepF rγvs{F q
˙
lcmpeW , ejq
epF rγv´1s{F q
is an integer, which is the case because epF rγvs{F q divides epF rγv´1s{F q (see [11, 2.4.1]).
Putting this together, we obtain the character MiM as a product of signatures, each of them
only depending on eW by 4.7 Lemma, hence our character only depends on eW , not on W .
Furthermore, the extension EW is isomorphic to F rβis, hence eW is equal to epF rβis{F q,
independent of the choice of W . This completes the proof of 4.3 Proposition, whence
of 4.4 Theorem.
5. The simple case
In this section we prove 2.5 Theorem. Recalling that, by 3.12 Theorem, the parameters of
the Hecke algebra of our cover are those in the Hecke algebra of a finite reductive group,
we are required to analyse these Hecke algebras. Fortunately, these are described by the
work of Lusztig [26] and have been computed in our cases in [25]. One subtlety is that
the twisting characters Mt give rise to involutions which we have not computed explicitly
so remain unknown. Fortunately, the numerics are such that an exact description of these
involutions is not needed.
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5.1. Let pi be a simple cuspidal representation of G in the sense of paragraph 2.5. Since the
case of depth zero representations is already dealt with in [25], we assume moreover that pi
has positive depth. Thus pi contains a skew simple character θ of H1 “ H1pβ,Λq, for some
maximal skew simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs, with β ‰ 0, and E “ F rβs is a field. We write Θ
for the endo-class of the unique self-dual simple character θ˜ which restricts to θ. We retain
all the notation of paragraph 4.1 so interpret simplicity as meaning that l “ 1 and drop the
index 1 for notation. We will be considering the space X “ X1, while varying the self-dual
cuspidal representation ρ of GLF pW q (and the space W ). Note that we have EW » E so we
will identify them.
For a self-dual cuspidal representation ρ of some GLF pW q, recall that we write degpρq “
dimF pW q and spipρq for the unique non-negative real number such that the normalized
induced representation νsρ ˆ pi is reducible. Then the description of the Jordan set in
paragraph 2.1 shows that, in order to prove 2.5 Theorem, the equality we must prove is
(5.1)
ÿ
ρ
X
spipρq2
\
degpρq “ 2N,
where the sum runs over all self-dual cuspidal representations ρ with endo-class Θpρq “ Θ2.
5.2. Recall that we have pi “ c-IndGJ λ, with λ “ κ b τ and that ρ contains the maximal
simple type λ˜W “ κ˜W b τ˜W and has unramified twist number tpρq “ dimF WepΘq , where we
have written epΘq “ epΘ2q “ epE{F q since it depends only on the endo-class. Moreover,
by 3.14 Proposition, we have that the real parts of the reducibility points of the normalized
induced representation νsρˆ pi are the elements of the set"
˘r0 ` r1
2tpρq ,˘
r0 ´ r1
2tpρq
*
,
where, for t “ 0, 1, the integers rt “ rtpMtpτ˜W b τqq comes from the quadratic relations in
the finite Hecke algebra H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τqq as in (3.5).
Remark. It will be crucial to note that the character Mt depends only on the dimen-
sion degpρq “ dimF pW q, and not on the representation ρ itself.
The contribution to the sum (5.1) of the inertial class rρs (that is, writing ρ1 “ νpii{tpρq logpqqρ
for the other self-dual representation in the inertial class, the combined contributions of ρ
and ρ1) is [ˆ
r0 ` r1
2tpρq
˙2_
`
[ˆ
r0 ´ r1
2tpρq
˙2_
.
From results of Lusztig (see [25, §8] and also paragraph 5.6 below), the numbers rt{tpρq are
either both integers or both half-integers so that this simplifies to
(5.2)
Z
r20 ` r21
2tpρq2
^
.
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5.3. In order to prove (5.1) we will need to recall Lusztig’s parametrisation of cuspidal
representations of classical groups, and the computation of the parameter rt in the Hecke
algebra H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τqq. We follow the description in [25, §§2, 3, 6 and, espe-
cially, 7], to which we refer for details and references for the assertions made here.
In almost all cases, we have
H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τqq »H pGopMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τ oqq,
where τ o is an irreducible component of the restriction τ|GopΛoE q, and it is here that we will
perform our calculations. In the exceptional cases we have rt “ 0 and it will turn out that this
matches the formula one would obtain by following the recipe for computing the parameters
in the connected component GopMt,oEq. Thus we will assume first that the calculation is to
be done in GopMt,oEq and then, in paragraph 5.7, we will treat the exceptional cases.
5.4. Since P pΛoEq is the normaliser of a maximal parahoric subgroup of the centraliser GE,
we can decompose
GopΛoEq “ Gp0qpΛoEq ˆ Gp1qpΛoEq
as a product of two connected classical groups over koE (the residue field of the fixed points Eo
in E under the involution on A). We have a similar decomposition of GopMt,oEq with,
moreover,
Gp1qpM0,oEq “ Gp1qpΛoEq and Gp0qpM1,oEq “ Gp0qpΛoEq,
and the Levi subgroup
G˜pΛW,oEq ˆ GptqpΛoEq Ď GptqpMt,oEq.
We choose an irreducible component τ o of the restriction τ|GopΛoE q and write it as τ
p0qb τ p1q.
Writing the character Mt as 
W
Mt
b p0qMt b p1qMt , we have isomorphisms of Hecke algebras
H pGopMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τ oqq »H pGptqpMt,oEq, WMt τ˜W b ptqMtτ ptqq,
and it is in this Hecke algebra that we compute the parameter rt.
5.5. We now fix t “ 0 or 1 so drop the sub/superscript t from our notations for now. Thus
we have:
‚ a connected classical group GopMoEq over koE, with Levi subgroup G˜pΛW,oEqˆGpΛoEq
and G˜pΛW,oEq » GLmpkEq, where m “ dimEpW q;
‚ a self-dual cuspidal representation τ˜W b τ of G˜pΛW,oEq ˆ GpΛoEq;
‚ a character WM b M of G˜pΛW,oEq ˆ GpΛoEq of order at most two, which depends
on m “ dimEpW q but not on τ˜W .
By Green’s parametrization (and after fixing an isomorphism G˜pΛW,oEq » GLmpkEq), the
cuspidal representation τ˜W corresponds to an irreducible monic polynomial Q P kErXs of
degree m; moreover, this polynomial is kE{koE-self-dual, that is
QpXq “ pQp0qq´1XdegQQp1{Xq,
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where x ÞÑ x is the automorphism of kE with fixed field koE, extended to kErXs coefficientwise
(see [25, §7.1]). Since a cuspidal representation τ˜W of G˜pΛW,oEq is self-dual if and only if τ˜W WM
is cuspidal self-dual, twisting by WM induces an involution on the set of irreducible kE{koE-
self-dual monic polynomials of degree m. We denote this involution by σm,W ; it is either
trivial, or given by QpXq ÞÑ p´1qdegQQp´Xq.
Similarly, by Lusztig’s parametrization, the cuspidal representation τ lies in a rational
Lusztig series Epsq corresponding to (the rational conjugacy class of) a semisimple ele-
ment s of the dual group of GpΛoEq. Since its series contains a cuspidal representation, this
semisimple element s has characteristic polynomial of a particular form, namely
PspXq “
ź
P
P pXqaP ,
where the product is over all irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomials and the inte-
gers aP satisfy certain combinatorial constraints (see [25, (7.2) and §7.7]); more precisely,
we have:
‚ řP aP degpP q is the dimension of the space V on which the dual group of GpΛoEq
naturally acts;
‚ if either kE ‰ koE or P pXq ‰ pX ˘ 1q, then aP “ 12pb2P ` bP q, for some non-negative
integers bP ;
‚ if P pXq “ X ˘ 1 then, writing a` :“ apX´1q and a´ :“ apX`1q, there are inte-
gers b`, b´ ě 0 such that
(i) if GpΛoEq is odd special orthogonal then a` “ 2pb2` ` b`q and a´ “ 2pb2´ ` b´q,
(ii) if GpΛoEq is symplectic then a` “ 2pb2` ` b`q ` 1 and a´ “ 2b2´,
(iii) if GpΛoEq is even special orthogonal then a` “ 2b2` and a´ “ 2b2´,
and, in case (iii), the p˘1q-eigenspace in V is an even-dimensional orthogonal space
of type p´1qb˘ , and the same in case (ii) for the p´1q-eigenspace only.
As above, twisting by the character M will induce a degree-preserving involution on the set
of irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomials. If the character M is trivial then this in-
volution is trivial. If the character M is non-trivial quadratic then, by [14, Proposition 8.26],
twisting by M induces a bijection between rational Lusztig series
Epsq „ÝÝÑ Ep´sq,
and the involution is given by P pXq ÞÑ p´1qdegPP p´Xq. In either case, we denote by σm,G
the involution induced by twisting by M. (Note that this is a degree-preserving involution
on the set of all irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomials; the subscript m is included
to indicate that the involution depends on m.) The characteristic polynomial corresponding
to the cuspidal representation τM is thenź
P
P pXqaσm,GpP q .
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Putting together our two involutions, we get an involution on the set of irreducible kE{koE-
self-dual monic polynomials of degree m given by
σm “ σm,G ˝ σm,W .
5.6. Recall that the Hecke algebraH pGpMoEq, WM τ˜W bMτq is generated by an element T
satisfying a quadratic relation
pT ´ qrωqpT ` ωq “ 0,
where q is the cardinality of the residue field of kF . The work of Lusztig, explicated in [25, §7],
allows one to write down explicitly the parameter r in terms of the characteristic polynomials
of the previous paragraph, as follows.
Let QpXq be the irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomial of degree m corresponding
to τ˜W , and let PspXq “ śP P pXqaP be the monic polynomial corresponding to τ , where
the aP are as described in the previous paragraph. Writing f for the degree of the exten-
sion kE{kF , one gets the following values:
‚ if kE “ koE and σ1pQq “ X ´ 1 then
r
f
“
#
2b` if G is even special orthogonal,
2b` ` 1 otherwise;
‚ if kE “ koE and σ1pQq “ X ` 1 then
r
f
“
#
2b´ ` 1 if G is odd special orthogonal,
2b´ otherwise;
‚ if kE ‰ koE or m is even then
r
f
“ p2bσmpQq ` 1qm2 .
Note that, since tpρq “ mf , the number r{tpρq is a half-integer, as asserted above. More-
over, r{tpρq is an integer precisely when E{Eo is ramified and E{F is a maximal extension
(i.e. of degree dimF pW q); in particular, this depends only on the polynomial Q (that is,
on τ˜W , so on the representation ρ) and not on either the representation τ or on the involu-
tion σ1.
5.7. In this paragraph, we treat the exceptional cases, where we do not have an isomor-
phism
(5.3) H pGpMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τqq »H pGopMt,oEq, Mtpτ˜W b τ oqq,
According to the description in [27, §6.3], this occurs precisely when:
‚ E{Eo is ramified;
‚ dimEpW q “ 1, so that τ˜W is a character of order at most 2;
‚ and either GpΛoEq “ GopΛoEq or Mtτ|GopΛoE q is reducible.
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We remark that Mtτ|GopΛoE q is reducible if and only if τ|GopΛoE q is reducible.
In these cases, writing GopMt,oEq “ Gp0qpΛoEq ˆ Gp1qpΛoEq, there is one value of t for
which GptqpΛoEq is an even special orthogonal group (for the other it is a symplectic group)
and it is precisely for this value of t that we do not have an isomorphism (5.3) and we get
parameter rt “ 1.
As above, we write τ p0qbτ p1q for an irreducible component of τ|GopΛoE q, and write Mt as WMtb

p0q
Mt
b p1qMt . Writing PspXq “
ś
P pXqaP for the polynomial corresponding to the cuspidal
representation τ ptq, the fact that it does not extend to the full even orthogonal group implies,
by [25, Proposition 7.9], that ˘1 are not roots of Ps, that is, a` “ a´ “ 0.
Since τ˜W is a character of order at most 2, the corresponding polynomial is QpXq “ X ˘ 1.
In particular, since we have b` “ b´ “ 0, the formulae of paragraph 5.6 are still valid, since
they too give rt “ 0. Thus those formulae are valid in every case.
5.8. Finally, using the formulae of paragraph 5.6, we return to computing the contribu-
tion (5.2), so we retrieve the sub/superscripts t. We have:
‚ an irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomial QpXq, corresponding to the cusp-
idal representation τ˜W ;
‚ for t “ 0, 1, a polynomial śP P pXqaptqP corresponding to the cuspidal representa-
tion τ ptq;
‚ for t “ 0, 1, an involution σptqm on the set of irreducible kE{koE-self-dual monic poly-
nomials of degree m.
Suppose first that either kE ‰ koE or m is even; then we get
Z
r20 ` r21
2tpρq2
^
“
———–p2bp0qσp0qm pQq ` 1q2 ` p2bp1qσp1qm pQq ` 1q2
8
ffiffiffifl
“
Y
1
2
b
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
´
b
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
` 1
¯
` 1
2
b
p1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
´
b
p1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
` 1
¯
` 1
2
]
“ ap0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
` ap1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
.
If kE “ koE then one of the groups GptqpMt,oEq is symplectic while the other is orthogonal.
Here we can treat each case, each polynomial X ˘ 1, and each possibility for the involu-
tions σ
ptq
1 , separately. Up to permuting t0, 1u we are in one of the following two cases:
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If Gp0qpΛoEq is odd special orthogonal and Gp1qpΛoEq is symplectic, then the contribu-
tion of σ
p1q
1 pX ´ 1q is————–
´
2b
p0q
ζ ` 1
¯2 ` ´2bp1q` ` 1¯2
2
ffiffiffiffifl “ 2bp0qζ ´bp0qζ ` 1¯` 2bp1q` ´bp1q` ` 1¯` 1 “ ap0qζ ` ap1q` ,
where ζ is the sign defined by σ
p0q
1 σ
p1q
1 pX ´ 1q “ X ´ ζ; and the contribution of σp1q1 pX ` 1q
is ————–
´
2b
p0q
´ζ ` 1
¯2 ` ´2bp1q´ ¯2
2
ffiffiffiffifl “ 2bp0q´ζ ´bp0q´ζ ` 1¯` 2´bp1q´ ¯2 “ ap0q´ζ ` ap1q´ .
In particular, the sum of the contributions of X ˘ 1 is
a
p0q
` ` ap0q´ ` ap1q` ` ap1q´ .
If Gp0qpΛoEq is even special orthogonal and Gp1qpΛoEq is symplectic, then the contri-
bution of σ
p1q
1 pX ´ 1q is————–
´
2b
p0q
ζ
¯2 ` ´2bp1q` ` 1¯2
2
ffiffiffiffifl “ 2´bp0qζ ¯2 ` 2bp1q` ´bp1q` ` 1¯ “ ap0qζ ` ap1q` ´ 1,
where ζ is again the sign defined by σ
p0q
1 σ
p1q
1 pX´1q “ X´ζ; and the contribution of σp1q1 pX`
1q is ————–
´
2b
p0q
´ζ
¯2 ` ´2bp1q´ ¯2
2
ffiffiffiffifl “ 2´bp0q´ζ¯2 ` 2´bp1q´ ¯2 “ ap0q´ζ ` ap1q´ .
In this second case, the sum of the contributions of X ˘ 1 is
a
p0q
` ` ap0q´ ` ap1q` ` ap1q´ ´ 1;
the term ´1 reflects the fact that the sum of the dimensions of the spaces on which the dual
groups of GptqpΛoEq act naturally is 1 more than the sum of the dimensions of the spaces
on which the groups GptqpΛoEq act naturally. Note also that this latter sum of dimensions
is precisely dimEpV q, where we recall that V is the symplectic space on which our group G
acts.
5.9. Having computed all the contributions to the sum (5.1) in the previous paragraph,
we can now sum them over all possible Q, noting that, if the cuspidal representation ρ
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corresponds to the polynomial Q, then degpρq “ rE : F s degpQq. If kE ‰ koE this is
straightforward and we obtainÿ
ρ
X
spipρq2
\
degpρq “ rE : F s
ÿ
m
¨˝
m
ÿ
degpQq“m
´
a
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
` ap1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
¯‚˛
“ rE : F s
˜ÿ
P
a
p0q
P degpP q `
ÿ
P
a
p1q
P degpP q
¸
“ rE : F s dimEpV q “ 2N,
as required. Here the penultimate equality occurs because each group GptqpΛoEq is a unitary
group (whose dual group is then a unitary group acting naturally on a space of the same
dimension), and the sum of the dimensions of the spaces on which they act is dimEpV q.
If kE “ koE then we need to be a little more careful with the polynomials X ˘ 1 (that is,
the kE{koE-self-dual monic polynomials of degree 1), as described at the end of the previous
paragraph. If one of the GptqpΛoEq is even special orthogonal (and the other symplectic) then
we get that
ř
ρ tspipρq2u degpρq is
rE : F s
¨˝ÿ
mě2
¨˝
m
ÿ
degpQq“m
´
a
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
` ap1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
¯‚˛` ap0q` ` ap0q´ ` ap1q` ` ap1q´ ´ 1‚˛
“ rE : F s
˜ÿ
P
a
p0q
P degpP q `
ÿ
P
a
p1q
P degpP q ´ 1
¸
“ rE : F s dimEpV q “ 2N,
where the penultimate equality uses the fact that the dual of a symplectic group acts natu-
rally on a space of dimension 1 greater, while the dual of an even special orthogonal group
acts naturally on a space of the same dimension.
On the other hand, if one of the GptqpΛoEq is odd special orthogonal (and the other symplectic)
then we get the same sum except without the term ´1, and the penultimate equality uses the
fact that the dual of an odd special orthogonal group acts naturally on a space of dimension 1
smaller, while the dual of a symplectic group acts naturally on a space of dimension 1 greater.
This completes the proof of (5.1), whence of 2.5 Theorem.
5.10. The results in this section not only prove 2.5 Theorem but also give an algorithm
to compute the inertial Jordan set of a positive depth simple cuspidal representation of G.
(The case of depth zero is treated already in [25].) Moreover, 2.6 Corollary then gives the
inertial Jordan set for any cuspidal representation of G.
Indeed, suppose pi is a simple cuspidal representation of G, induced from a cuspidal type λ “
κbτ . With the usual notation, let τ o be any irreducible component of the restriction of τ to
the maximal parahoric subgroup P opΛoEq. Then τ o is the inflation of a representation τ p0qb
τ p1q, with each τ ptq a cuspidal representation of a finite reductive group over koE. These
each appear in some rational Lusztig series and we consider the set Qptq of monic irreducible
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polynomials dividing the characteristic polynomial (over kE) of the corresponding semisimple
conjugacy class, for t “ 0, 1, all of which are kE{koE-self-dual. For each m P degpQptqq, we
compute the signature character Mt , and thus deduce the involution σ
ptq
m as in paragraph 5.5.
We set
Q “  σptqm pQq | Q P Qptq, degpQq “ m, t “ 0, 1( .
Now let Θ be the endo-class of the self-dual simple character lifting any skew simple character
in pi and let Q P Q. We put n “ degpQq degpΘq and let θ˜ be the unique (up to conjugacy)
m-simple character in GLnpF q with endo-class Θ2 (in the language of [9], for example).
Let κ˜ be the p-primary extension of θ˜, a representation of a group J˜ . The group J˜{J˜1
is then a finite general linear group of rank degpQq over kE, and we let τ˜Q be the unique
cuspidal representation in the Lusztig series corresponding to a semisimple conjugacy class
with characteristic polynomial Q. Write rρQs for the inertial class of cuspidal representations
of GLnpF q containing κ˜b τ˜Q.
The inertial classes in trρQs | Q P Qu are precisely the inertial classes which will appear
in IJordppiq. In order to compute the multiplicities with which rρQs appears, we follow
the recipe of paragraph 5.6 to compute the corresponding Hecke algebra parameters r0
and r1, whence the real parts of the reducibility points |r0 ˘ r1|{pdegpQqrkE : kF sq and the
multiplicities from Mœglin’s criterion. In the case that kE ‰ koE or m “ degpQq ą 1, this is
straightforward, with the real parts of the reducibility points given by
b
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
` bp1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
` 1
2
and
b
p0q
σ
p0q
m pQq
´ bp1q
σ
p1q
m pQq
2
,
where a
ptq
P “ 12bptqP pbptqP ` 1q is the power to which P divides the characteristic polynomial
corresponding to τ ptq. By construction of Q, the first of these is certainly greater than 1
2
.
In the case kE “ koE and degpQq “ 1 (so that Q is X ˘ 1) there is no such simple universal
formula, and instead one must proceed in a case-by-case analysis as in paragraph 5.8. We
leave this as an exercise to the reader; a similar calculation is done in [25, section 8].
6. Galois parameters
In this section we study self-duality in terms of Galois parameters with a view, in particular,
to understanding the ambiguities in our results in terms of the local Langlands correspon-
dence.
6.1. We denote by F¯ a fixed separable closure of F and by WF the absolute Weil group
of F (with similar notation for intermediate fields). We would like to explore a self-dual
irreducible representation σ of WF , with a view to determining its parity (that is, whether
it is symplectic or orthogonal); in particular, we would like to know when the self-dual
irreducible representation σ1 which is an unramified twist of (and not isomorphic to) σ has
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the same parity as σ, since it is in this case that we have ambiguity. For now, we do not
require p to be odd.
Let χ be an unramified character of WF . Then pχσq_ is isomorphic to χ´1σ_, so, σ being
self-dual, χσ is self-dual if and only if χ2σ » σ.
We let tpσq be the number of unramified characters η of WF such that ησ » σ – such
characters form a cyclic group. We deduce that the only unramified character twist σ1 of σ
which is self-dual but not isomorphic to σ is obtained as χσ, where χ is an unramified
character of order 2tpσq. (If r “ val2ptpσqq, any unramified character of order 2r`1 would do
equally well.)
Let E be the unramified extension of F in F¯ of degree tpσq. Then σ is induced from a
representation τ of WE; the restriction of σ to WE is the direct sum of the conjugates of τ
under GalpE{F q, which are pairwise inequivalent. As σ is self-dual, τ_ is one of those
conjugates.
Assume first that τ is self-dual – which, we remark, is necessarily true if tpσq is odd.
Since tpτq “ 1, the unramified twist τ 1 of τ which is self-dual but not isomorphic to τ
has the form χτ , where χ is the order 2 unramified character of WE, and it has the same
parity as τ . Since induction for self-dual representations preserves the parity, we deduce
that σ and σ1 share the same parity too.
Assume then that τ is not self-dual. Then τ_ is necessarily isomorphic to τ γ, where γ is
the order 2 element of GalpE{F q. Let E˜ “ Eγ, so that E{E˜ is quadratic, and let T be the
(irreducible) representation of WE˜ induced from τ . As τ
_ » τ γ, we see that T is self-dual.
Its restriction to WE is τ ‘ τ_, with τ not isomorphic to τ_, so the WE-invariant bilinear
forms on the space of T form a space of dimension 2, with a line of alternating forms and
a line of symmetric ones. Each of these lines is invariant under GalpE{F q, one offering
the trivial representation, the other the order 2 character ω of GalpE{F q. The self-dual
unramified twist T 1 of T which is not isomorphic to T is T 1 “ ηT where η is unramified
of order 4, so that T 1 b T 1 » ωT b T . From the previous analysis, we deduce that if T
is symplectic then T 1 is orthogonal and conversely: T and T 1 have different parities. By
induction again we see that σ and σ1 have different parities.
6.2. Let us look at some special cases. Assume first that σ is tame. Then tpσq “ dimpσq.
Introducing E and τ as in paragraph 6.1, we have that τ is a character, regular under the
action of GalpE{F q. If τ were self-dual it would have order 1 or 2, but any character of Eˆ
of order 1 or 2 factors through NE{F , hence can be regular under the action of GalpE{F q
only if tpσq “ dimpσq “ 1, so E “ F . Thus, apart from quadratic characters of WF , tame
self-dual irreducible representations σ of WF have even dimension, and we can apply the
discussion of paragraph 6.1 to them, concluding that σ and σ1 have different parities.
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6.3. We now assume that σ is not tame, but we concentrate on our case of interest: that
is, we assume from now on that p is odd. We want in that case to spot when σ and σ1 have
the same parity, and then try to say whether they are orthogonal or symplectic.
Let us first analyse σ. Its restriction to the wild ramification subgroup PF of WF is non-
trivial, since σ is not tame. Let γ be an irreducible component of this restriction – so that γ
is not the trivial character of PF – and S “ Sγ its stabilizer in WF . Then by Clifford
theory σ is induced from the representation of S on the isotypical component Vpγq of γ in
the space V of σ.
Now by assumption σ is self-dual, and so is its restriction to PF . But PF is a pro-p-group
and p is odd, so no non-trivial irreducible representation of PF is self-dual, and we see
that γ_ is not isomorphic to γ. Thus there is g in WF zS with gγ isomorphic to γ_; the
coset gS is the same for all possible choices of g, and g2 belongs to S, so S˜ “ S Y gS is a
subgroup of WF containing S as an index 2 subgroup.
To get σ, we can first induce Vpγq from S to S˜, and then from S˜ to WF . We shall prove
now that IndS˜S Vpγq is self-dual; its parity is then inherited by σ. This reduces the problem
to understanding the parity of IndS˜S Vpγq.
6.4. To prove that IndS˜S Vpγq is self-dual, we take an abstract viewpoint:
Proposition. Let G be a group with a subgroup H of index 2, and let g P G zH . Let pρ,Vq
be an irreducible representation of H . Assume that ρ is not self-dual, but that ρ_ is equiv-
alent to gρ. Then IndGH ρ is irreducible and self-dual. If dimV is odd, then IndGH ρ is
symplectic if and only if its determinant is trivial.
Proof. Since gρ is not isomorphic to ρ, the induced representation IndGH ρ is irreducible,
and it is self-dual because pIndGH ρq_ is isomorphic to IndGH ρ_ hence to IndGH gρ, itself
isomorphic to IndGH ρ. If Ind
G
H ρ is symplectic, then clearly its determinant is trivial. To
prove the converse statement when dimV is odd, we need to analyse the situation carefully.
Since ρ_ is equivalent to gρ, there is a non-degenerate bilinear form Φ : V ˆ V Ñ C such
that
Φphv, ghg´1v1q “ Φpv, v1q for all h PH , v, v1 P V .
It is unique up to scalar. We claim that the form Ψ, defined by Ψpv, v1q “ Φpv1, g2vq for v, v1
in V , is proportional to Φ. Indeed, for v, v1 P V and h PH , we find
Ψphv, ghg´1v1q “ Φpghg´1v1, g2hvq “ Φpv1, g2vq “ Ψpv, v1q.
Writing Ψ “ λΦ with λ P Cˆ, we compute
Φpv1, vq “ Φpg2v1, g2vq “ Ψpv, g2v1q “ λΦpv, g2v1q “ λΨpv1, vq “ λ2Φpv1, vq
for v, v1 in V so that λ2 “ 1. We shall see that the parity of IndGH ρ is governed by the
scalar λ.
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On the space V ‘ V equipped with the representation ρ ‘ gρ, there is an H -invariant
symplectic form f , unique up to scalar, which we can take to be
f : ppv1, v2q, pw1, w2qq ÞÝÑ Φpv1, w2q ´ Φpw1, v2q.
The space of IndGH ρ can be taken as V ‘ V where H acts as ρ‘ gρ and g acts via
gpv1, v2q “ pv2, g2v1q.
Since Φpv2, g2v1q “ Ψpv1, v2q “ λΦpv1, v2q, we get that g acts on f by multiplication by ´λ,
so IndGH ρ is symplectic if and only if λ “ ´1.
Let us choose a basis pe1, . . . , edq of V , where d “ dim ρ. Then Φpv1, v2q “ ptx1qHx2,
for v1, v2 P V with coordinates given by x1,x2 P Cd respectively, and H the d ˆ d Gram
matrix of Φ in the basis. If Mg2 is the matrix of ρpg2q we get Φpv2, g2v1q “ ptx2qHMg2x1,
from which we deduce that HMg2 “ λptHq, which implies that det ρpg2q “ λd.
Now detpIndGH ρq is an order 2 character of G which is trivial on H ; in fact it is given by
pdet ρ ˝ Verq ωdim ρ
where Ver : G ÞÝÑ G ab ÞÝÑ H ab is the transfer and ω is the non-trivial character of G
trivial on H . In this special case where H has index 2 in G , the transfer map Ver is trivial
on H and sends g to g2, so detpIndGH ρpgqq “ p´λqd.
When d is odd, we find that IndGH ρ is symplectic if and only if its determinant is trivial, as
desired. 
Remark. When d is even, IndGH ρ always has trivial determinant, regardless of its parity.
Determining the parity amounts to computing the scalar λ.
6.5. We revert to the context of paragraphs 6.1–6.3. We want to spot the cases where σ
and σ1 (in the notation of paragraph 6.1) have the same parity, and in those cases possibly
apply 6.4 Proposition to determine that parity. For that we have to analyse the situation
further.
It is known (see [9, 1.3 Proposition]) that γ extends to a representation Γ of S “ Sγ, and
we can even impose that det Γ have order a power of p; then Γ is unique up to twist by an
unramified character of S, of order a power of p. Since gγ is equivalent to γ_, we see that gΓ
is equivalent to χΓ_ where χ is an unramified character of S of order a power of p. Such
a χ has a unique square root η with order a power of p and replacing Γ with η´1Γ, we may
– and do – assume that gΓ » Γ_. This now specifies Γ completely.
As a representation of S, the space Vpγq is a tensor product Γb δ, where δ is an irreducible
representation of S trivial on PF , well-defined up to isomorphism. Since gVpγq » Vpγq_ as
representations of S, we get that gδ » δ_.
Let K be the fixed field of S, and K˜ that of S˜; thus the extension K{K˜ is quadratic, in
particular tame. Writing d “ dim δ, the representation δ is induced from a character α of
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the unramified degree d extension Kd of K in F¯ , with α tamely ramified and regular under
the action of GalpKd{Kq; this character α is determined up to the action of GalpKd{Kq.
In those terms, we try to see when σ and σ1 have the same parity; that is, writing σ “ Ind τ
as in paragraph 6.1, where τ is a representation of WE with E{F unramified of degree tpσq,
we want to know if τ is self-dual. Note that tpVpγqq “ d, so tpσq “ dfpK{F q, where fpK{F q
is the inertia degree of K{F . The extension Kd{E is totally tamely ramified, and we can
take τ to be IndpΓ b αq where the induction is from WKd to WE (and we first restrict Γ
from S to WKd).
6.6. The following result describes when σ, σ1 have the same parity.
Proposition. Let σ be a self-dual irreducible representation of WF . Assume σ is not tame,
and adopt the above notation. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) σ and σ1 have the same parity;
(ii) K{K˜ is ramified and d “ 1.
When these conditions are satisfied, σ and σ1 are symplectic if and only if the character α
is ramified.
Remark. When d “ 1, we see that α is a tame character of Kˆ which satisfies gα “ α´1.
If K{K˜ is ramified, g acts trivially on the residue field of K, and α|UK has order 1 or 2.
In that case, let $ be a uniformizer of K with $2 P K˜; then the condition gα “ α´1
translates into αp´$2q “ 1: either α is unramified of order 1 or 2 or α|K˜ˆ is the quadratic
character ωK{K˜ defining K.
Proof. To prove the proposition, we need to see when τ “ IndWEWKd pΓ b αq is self-dual.
The restriction of Γ b α to PF is γ, so τ can be self-dual only if there is h in WE such
that hγ » gγ – that is h P gS, or equivalently WE X S ‰ WE X S˜. Recalling that E is
the maximal unramified extension of F in Kd, we see that the fixed field of WE X S is Kd;
if K{K˜ were unramified, the fixed field of WE X S˜ would also be Kd, so that τ could not be
self-dual.
Thus, if τ is self-dual then K{K˜ is ramified and we take g in WE X S˜. Reasoning as in
paragraph 6.3 and using 6.4 Proposition, we see that τ is self-dual if and only if Γbα induces
to a self-dual representation of WK˜d , where K˜d is the fixed field of g in Kd (so that Kd{K˜d
is quadratic ramified); in particular we then have gpΓ b αq » pΓ b αq_. Since gΓ » Γ_
by construction, this implies gα “ α´1 and since Kd{K˜d is ramified, g acts trivially on the
residue field of Kd so α|UKd has order 1 or 2 and regularity with respect to GalpK{Kdq
implies d “ 1. Thus if τ is self-dual then d “ 1, which proves (i) ñ (ii).
Conversely if (ii) is satisfied then τ is self-dual if and only if gα “ α´1 by the above analysis,
which gives (ii) ñ (i).
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Assume finally that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Using again 6.4 Proposition, we
have to check whether the determinant of Ind
WK˜
WK
pΓb αq – which by self-duality has order 1
or 2 – is trivial. Seeing that determinant as a character of K˜ˆ (via class field theory), it is
equal to
ν “ detpΓb αq|K˜ˆpωK{K˜qdim γ.
But det Γ has order a power of p and p is odd, and α has order at most 4 (cf. the remark
above) so we find ν “ pα|K˜ˆωK{K˜qdim γ. If α is unramified then ν “ ωK{K˜ (since dim γ is
odd) is non-trivial; if α is ramified then α|K˜ˆ “ ωK{K˜ by the remark and ν is trivial. The
final claim of the proposition now follows from 6.4 Proposition. 
6.7. Now we interpret the conditions of 6.4 Proposition in terms of the cuspidal represen-
tation ρ of GLnpF q, with n “ dimσ, which corresponds to σ under the Langlands corre-
spondence. To describe this representation ρ we will use the machinery of the construction
of cuspidal representations as in §1.
Assume σ is not tame, i.e. ρ is not of depth zero. Then ρ contains a simple character θ˜,
belonging to a set of simple characters built using an element β P GLnpF q which generates
a field F rβs. We have n “ drF rβs : F s, so that d is determined by ρ. Moreover the
extension K{F which appears above in the discussion on the construction of σ is isomorphic
to the maximal tame subextension L{F of F rβs{F (see [9, Tame Parameter Theorem]).
When ρ – equivalently σ – is self-dual, we can choose β such that the self duality comes
from an automorphism x ÞÑ x¯ of F rβs, sending β to ´β, and θ˜ to θ˜´1 (see [3, Theorem 1]).
That automorphism induces an order 2 automorphism of L; let L˜ be its fixed field.
Proposition. The extensions K{K˜ and L{L˜ are isomorphic.
Thus condition (ii) in 6.6 Proposition can be translated in terms of ρ. See below (para-
graph 6.8) for a translation of the last assertion of loc. cit..
Proof. The proof relies on the compatibility of tame lifting of simple characters with the
induction process for Weil group representations [7, 5, 9]. Choose an isomorphism ι of K{F
onto L{F .
The representation σK ofWK on Vpσq corresponds to a (cuspidal) representation ρL of GLmpLq,
where m “ drF rβs : Ls; the simple character θ˜L appearing in ρL is an L{F -lift of θ˜ and L{F
is the maximal tame extension such that θ˜ has a lift to GLrF rβs:LspLq.
If K 1 is intermediate between F and K, and L1 “ ιpK 1q, then σK1 “ IndWK1WK Vpσq corresponds
to a (cuspidal) representation ρL1 of GLm1pL1q, with m1 “ drF rβs : L1s, and the simple char-
acter θ˜L1 appearing in ρL1 is an L
1{F -lift of θ˜ and lifts to θ˜L in L{L1. But K˜ is the maximal
intermediate subfield K 1 such that σK1 is self-dual. Because the Langlands correspondence
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is compatible with taking contragredients, the field ιpK˜q is the maximal field L1 interme-
diate between F and L such that θ˜L1 is self-dual (i.e. conjugate to θ˜
´1
L1 in GLrF rβs:L1spL1q).
Thus ιpK˜q “ L˜. 
6.8. Now assume that d “ 1 and L{L˜ (or equivalently K{K˜) is ramified. We want to
express the condition that α is ramified in 6.6 Proposition in terms of ρ. For that we have
to review a little bit the construction of ρ from θ˜ from Section 1, whose notation we use.
We also continue with the notation for ρ introduced in the previous paragraph. Recall
that, since d “ 1, we have n “ rF rβs : F s. The simple character θ˜ is a character of H˜1
and we have the open subgroups J˜1, J˜ of GLnpF q. We write η˜ for the unique irreducible
representation of J˜1 containing θ˜. Then J˜ “ UF rβsJ˜1 and, by the Types Theorem [9, 7.6
Theorem], there is a unique beta-extension κ˜ such that tr κ˜ is constant on the roots of unity
of F rβs of order prime to p which are regular for the action of GalpKnr{F q, where Knr is the
maximal unramified extension of F in K. Moreover, the same result gives that ρ contains the
representation κ˜b ωα of J , where α is seen as a character of J{J1 » UF rβs{U1F rβs » UK{U1K
and ω is the order 2 character of UF rβs.
Thus we conclude that ρ is symplectic when ρ contains κ˜, and is orthogonal when ρ con-
tains ωκ˜.
6.9. We have discussed at length above the ambiguity between σ and σ1 inherent to our
method – of course when σ and σ1 have different parities it is the orthogonal one that
features.
Let us now briefly mention a few favourable circumstances when our methods do allow us
to determine completely the parameter of a cuspidal representation pi of Sp2NpF q.
Since the parameter φ of pi is orthogonal of dimension 2N ` 1, one irreducible component
must have odd dimension. But in our case where p is odd, the only irreducible orthogonal
representations of WF with odd dimension are the four quadratic characters of WF . Thus
at least one of them, say ω, has to occur in the parameter, and if the Jordan block it
belongs to is pω,mq then m has to be congruent to 1 pmod 4q, to yield an odd-dimensional
contribution to φ; the contribution to the determinant is then ω. We then see that if we
know all other components, then we can decide between ω and ω1 by taking into account
the condition detφ “ 1. To know all the other components σ, it is necessary that for each
of them, σ and σ1 have different parities. We conclude that it will be rather rare that we
determine φ without ambiguity.
Let us give just a few examples in low dimension. See [25] for a discussion of depth zero
cases.
N “ 1, SL2pF q
The parameter is either ρ ‘ ω with ρ irreducible orthogonal of dimension 2 and ω “ det ρ,
or ω1 ‘ ω2 ‘ ω3 where the ωi’s are the non-trivial quadratic characters of WF . In terms
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of homomorphisms WF ÝÑ SO3pCq » PGL2pCq, the second case corresponds to a triply
imprimitive representation of WF , the first case to a simply imprimitive one [8]. In the first
case, our methods allow us to determine ρ only if it is induced from the quadratic unramified
extension of F (i.e., in fact, when ω is unramified of order 2).
N “ 2, Sp4pF q
There has to be a quadratic character ω of WF occurring with Jordan block pω, 1q only.
If another quadratic character η occurs, the Jordan block can be pη, 1q or pη, 3q. In the
latter case φ “ ω ‘ η ‘ η b St3 and the determinant condition implies that ω is trivial
and consequently that η is not trivial. If our computation shows that both 1 and the
non-trivial quadratic unramified character ωnr occur, then the parameter is necessarily φ “
1‘ωnr‘ωnrbSt3; if, on the contrary, our method gives that a ramified quadratic character η
occurs, then we cannot distinguish between η and η1 “ ηωnr.
Let us look at the case where two distinct characters ω, η occur with Jordan blocks pω, 1q
and pη, 1q only. Then a third character, ν say, must also occur and φ “ ω ‘ η ‘ ν ‘ ρ
where ρ is irreducible orthogonal of dimension two. The determinant of ρ is the quadratic
character ωE{F defining the extension from which ρ is induced so that the determinant
condition on φ is ωηνωE{F “ 1.
When E{F is unramified, there is no ambiguity in ρ in our computation, and the parameter
is
φ “ 1‘ µ‘ µ1 ‘ ρ
where µ, µ1 are the two ramified quadratic characters of WF .
When E{F is ramified, the parameter could be
φ “ 1‘ ωnr ‘ ωnrωE{F ‘ ρ, or φ “ 1‘ ωnr ‘ ωnrωE{F ‘ ρ1
and we cannot resolve the ambiguity between ρ and ρ1.
Finally if there is only one quadratic character ω ofWF occurring in φ, we can compute ω, and
thus determine φ completely, only if the other components (necessarily even-dimensional)
offer no ambiguity.
We hope to come back to the case of Sp4pF q in a sequel to this paper, where a refinement
of our methods will allow a more complete determination of φ.
7. Langlands correspondence and ramification
In this final section we interpret our results on the endoscopic transfer map in terms of the
Langlands correspondence for G. In particular, we prove a Ramification Theorem for the
symplectic group G, giving a bijection between self-dual endo-classes and self-dual orbits of
irreducible representations of the wild inertia group PF which is simultaneously compatible
(in a suitable sense) with the Langlands correspondence for symplectic groups over F in all
dimensions.
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7.1. We first recall the Ramification Theorem for general linear groups, from [6, 8.2 The-
orem] (see also [9, 6.3 Theorem]). Recall that EpF q denotes the set of endo-classes over F .
We write WF z IrrpPF q for the set of WF -orbits of irreducible representations of PF . By
abuse of notation, we will identify such an orbit with the direct sum of the inequivalent
irreducible representations in the orbit; thus, for γ an irreducible representation of PF with
stabiliser S, we identify its WF -orbit rγs with ÀWF {S gγ. In particular, we can then talk of
the dimension of an orbit.
Given an irreducible representation of WF , by Mackey theory its restriction to PF is a mul-
tiple of a single WF -orbit of irreducible representations, so we get a natural map IrrpWF q Ñ
WF z IrrpPF q, which is surjective.
Theorem. There is a unique bijection EpF q Ñ WF z IrrpPF q, Θ ÞÑ rγpΘqs, which is com-
patible with the local Langlands correspondence:ď
ně1
CusppGLnpF qq „ //

IrrpWF q

EpF q „ //WF z IrrpPF q
Moreover we have degpΘq “ dimrγpΘqs.
7.2. Now we consider how this bijection behaves with respect to duality. Recall that we
write E sdpF q for the set of self-dual endo-classes; that is, those endo-classes Θ for which
there is a self-dual simple character θ˜ with endo-class Θ. If the endo-class is non-trivial
then θ˜ is associated to a skew simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs and the associated field E “ F rβs
has degree n over F and is equipped with a Galois involution with fixed field Eo. If Θ is
the trivial endo-class then we have E “ Eo “ F .
It will be useful to have the following result, which guarantees the existence of self-dual
cuspidal representations of general linear groups with given (self-dual) endo-class.
Lemma. Let Θ be a self-dual endo-class and E{Eo as above. Let m be an integer which is
(i) odd, if E{Eo is unramified quadratic,
(ii) 1 or even, if E{Eo is ramified quadratic,
(iii) even, if E “ F ,
and put n “ m degpΘq. Then there are (at least) two inequivalent orthogonal self-dual
cuspidal representations of GLnpF q with endo-class Θ, and two inequivalent symplectic self-
dual cuspidal representations of GLnpF q with endo-class Θ.
Note that, in the case that E “ F (so Θ is trivial) and m “ 1, there are four inequivalent
self-dual (cuspidal) representations of GL1pF q with endo-class Θ but all four are orthogonal;
they are the four quadratic characters.
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Proof. Suppose first that Θ is non-trivial. Let rθ be a self-dual simple character with endo-
class Θ, as above, with associated skew simple stratum rΛ,´, 0, βs and E “ F rβs. Then
any transfer (in the sense of simple characters) of θ˜ is also self-dual, by [34, Corollary 2.13].
Let m be an integer as in the hypotheses of the lemma and let f be a non-degenerate skew-
hermitian form on an m-dimensional E-vector space V such that the associated unitary
group (a group over Eo) is quasi-split. We write o
o
E for the ring of integers of Eo and p
o
E
for its unique maximal ideal, with koE the residue field. Fix λo an F -linear form on Eo such
that te P Eo | λopeooEq Ď pF u “ poE, and consider the form h “ λo ˝ trE{Eo ˝f on V . Thinking
of V as an n-dimensional F -vector space, this is a nondegenerate alternating form. We take
the transfer θ˜m of θ˜ to the unique (up to conjugacy) self-dual oE-lattice chain Λm on V such
that Λmp0q ‰ Λmp1q. Thus θ˜ is a self-dual simple character of endo-class Θ.
Denote by κ˜m the unique p-primary extension of θ˜m, and denote by J˜m the group on which it
lives; then, by uniqueness, κ˜m is self-dual (that is, invariant under the involution σ defining
the symplectic group SpF pV q). Now κ˜m extends to a representation K˜m of EˆJ˜m with
determinant a power of p and any two such extensions differ by an unramified character of
order a power of p. In particular, K˜m ˝ σ is another such extension so has the form K˜mbχ,
for χ unramified of order a power of p. Since p is odd, χ has a unique square root χ1 of order
a power of p, and then we can replace K˜m by K˜m b χ1, which is self-dual.
Now we consider the quotient J˜m{J˜1m » P˜ pΛm,oEq{P˜ 1pΛm,oEq » GLmpkEq. The involu-
tion σ also acts here, with fixed points a unitary group if E{Eo is unramified and a sym-
plectic group if E{Eo is ramified (in the latter case, it is symplectic rather than orthogo-
nal because Λmp0q ‰ Λmp1q); the action of σ is conjugate to the map transpose-inverse-
GalpkE{koEq-conjugate. The conditions on m are then precisely those required for the ex-
istence of a GalpkE{koEq-self-dual cuspidal representation τ˜ of GLmpkEq (that is, such that
the Galois conjugate of τ˜ is equivalent to τ˜_) – see [1, Theorem 7.1] in the case kE “ koE
and [22, Corollary 5.8] in the case kE ‰ koE.
Let ω be a quadratic character of E, necessarily tame since p is odd. We also write ω for the
character of kˆE induced by restricting ω; then the representation τ˜ω is also GalpkE{koEq-self-
dual. We inflate τ˜ω to J˜m and extend to a representation T˜ω of EˆJ˜m by setting T˜ωp$Eq “
ωp$EqIdτ˜ω, for $E a fixed uniformizer of E such that $E “ p´1qepE{Eoq$E, where x ÞÑ
x denotes the generator of GalpE{Eoq. This representation T˜ω is then self-dual, that is,
equivalent to T˜ω ˝ σ.
Finally, the representation ρω “ c-IndGLnpF qEˆJ˜ K˜m b T˜ω is then irreducible and cuspidal, and
equivalent to ρω ˝σ. Since the involution σ is a conjugate of the involution transpose-inverse,
by a theorem of Gelfand–Kazhdan [16, Theorem 2], the representation ρω ˝ σ is equivalent
to ρ_ω .
Thus we have constructed four self-dual cuspidal representations ρω of GLmpF q with endo-
class Θ, and it remains only to see that two are orthogonal and two symplectic. Note that ρω
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and ρω1 are unramified twists of each other if and only if ω
´1ω1 is the non-trivial unramified
quadratic character ωnr. If either m ą 1 or E{Eo is unramified then, by 6.6 Proposition
and 6.7 Proposition, the representations ρω and its self-dual unramified twist ρωωnr have
opposite parities so we are done. (Note that, writing L for the maximal tame subextension
of E{F and Lo for that of Eo{F , we have that L{Lo is ramified if and only if E{Eo is
ramified, since p is odd.)
On the other hand, if m “ 1 and E{Eo is ramified then we are in the situation of para-
graph 6.8, and the argument there explains that one pair ρω, ρωωnr consists of two orthogonal
representations, while the other pair consists of two symplectic representations, as required.
We are left with the case that Θ is the trivial endo-class and m is even. The existence
of self-dual cuspidal depth zero representations is [1, Theorem 7.1] and the argument that
there are (at least) two orthogonal and two symplectic is formally exactly as in the previous
case, with K˜ the trivial representation. 
We say that an orbit rγs in WF z IrrpPF q is self-dual if it is self-dual when considered as a rep-
resentation of PF ; that is, if there is g P WF such that γ_ » gγ. We write pWF z IrrpPF qqsd
for the set of self-dual orbits. Then we have:
Proposition. The bijection of 7.1 Theorem restricts to a bijection
(7.1) E sdpF q Ñ pWF z IrrpPF qqsd .
Proof. Let γ be an irreducible representation of PF and put n “ dimrγs. Suppose that rγs
is a self-dual orbit and let g P WF be such that gγ » γ_. Then, as in paragraph 6.5, there
is a unique irreducible representation Γ of the stabilizer S of γ such that det Γ has order
a power of p and gΓ » Γ_. Then the representation IndWFS Γ is irreducible self-dual so the
corresponding cuspidal representation ρ of GLnpF q is also self-dual. By [3, 2.2 Corollary]
(see also [17, p.10]), ρ contains a simple character with self-dual transfer to GL2npF q, so the
endo-class Θpρq, which corresponds to rγs by 7.1 Theorem, is self-dual.
Conversely, let Θ be a self-dual endo-class and put n “ degpΘq. By the lemma, there is a
self-dual cuspidal representation ρ of GLnpF q with endo-class Θ. Then the corresponding
irreducible representation of WF is self-dual so the orbit in its restriction to PF is also
self-dual, as required. 
7.3. We now introduce the notion of wild parameter.
Definition. A wild parameter (over F ) is a finite-dimensional semisimple complex rep-
resentation V of PF such that gV » V , for all g P WF . We write ΨpF q for the set of
equivalence classes of wild parameters over F , and ΨnpF q for the set of equivalence classes
of n-dimensional wild parameters over F .
Equivalently, we can think of an element of ΨnpF q as the GLnpCq-conjugacy class of a
homomorphism ψ :PF Ñ GLnpCq for which there exists A P GLnpCq such that ψ ˝Ad g “
AdA ˝ ψ, for all g P WF .
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Thus a finite-dimensional semisimple complex representation V of PF is a wild parameter
if and only if, when we decompose it into its isotypic components V “ÀγPIrrpPF q Vpγq, we
have
dimVpγq “ dimVpgγq, for all g P WF .
Therefore a wild parameter is equivalent toà
WF z IrrpPF q
mrγsrγs,
where we are thinking of the orbit rγs as the sum over the WF -conjugates of γ P IrrpPF q,
and mrγs P Zě0.
Equivalently, the n-dimensional wild parameters are precisely the restrictions to PF of
the Langlands parameters for GLnpF q; that is, writing ΦnpF q for the set of admissible
homomorphisms φ : WF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ GLnpCq up to conjugacy, and ΦpF q “ Ťně1 ΦnpF q,
the natural map
ΦpF q Ñ ΨpF q
induced by φ ÞÑ φ|PF is surjective. Indeed, by taking direct sums one need only check that,
for any γ P PF , there is a Langlands parameter φ whose restriction to PF is isomorphic
to rγs. This, however, follows from the discussion in paragraph 6.5: γ extends to a rep-
resentation Γ of its stabiliser Sγ by [9, 1.3 Proposition], and then Ind
WF
Sγ
Γ is the required
Langlands parameter (with trivial SL2pCq action).
Recall from paragraph 2.7 that an endo-parameter of degree n over F is a formal sumÿ
ΘPE
mΘΘ, mΘ P Zě0, such that
ÿ
ΘPE
mΘ degpΘq “ n.
We write EEnpF q for the set of endo-parameters of degree n over F . Then the Ramifi-
cation Theorem for GLn (7.1 Theorem) together with the compatibility of the Langlands
correspondence with parabolic induction immediately give:
Theorem. The bijection of 7.1 Theorem induces, for each n, a bijection EEnpF q Ñ ΨnpF q
which is compatible with the Langlands correspondence:
IrrpGLnpF qq „ //

ΦnpF q

EEnpF q „ // ΨnpF q
7.4. Now we turn to the case of the symplectic group G and recall Arthur’s local Langlands
correspondence in this case.
We denote by ΦpGq the set of Langlands parameters for G, that is, the set of conjugacy
classes of homomorphisms φ : WF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ SO2N`1pCq such that the representation
obtained by composing with the natural inclusion map ι : SO2N`1pCq ãÑ GL2N`1pCq is
semisimple.
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We denote by ΦdiscpGq the set of discrete Langlands parameters, that is, those whose image is
not contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of SO2N`1pCq; equivalently, ι˝φ is a direct sum
of inequivalent irreducible orthogonal representations of WFˆSL2pCq and has determinant 1.
Thus, given φ a discrete Langlands parameter, the representation ι ˝ φ decomposes as a
multiplicity-free direct sum
(7.2)
à
iPI
σi b Stmi ,
where Stm denotes the unique m-dimensional irreducible algebraic representation of SL2pCq,
for m ě 1, and the σi are irreducible self-dual representations of WF , such that
‚ řiPI mi dimpσiq “ 2N ` 1,‚ σi is symplectic if mi is even and orthogonal if mi is odd,
‚ śiPI detpσiqmi “ 1.
We say that a discrete Langlands parameter φ is cuspidal if, whenever σ b Stm is a sub-
representation of ι ˝ φ and m ą 2, the representation σ b Stm´2 is also a subrepresentation
of ι ˝ φ. We denote by ΦcusppGq the set of cuspidal Langlands parameters.
As usual, for φ a discrete Langlands parameter, we denote by Sφ the group of connected
components of the centralizer in SO2N`1pCq of the image of φ. This is a finite product of
copies of the cyclic group of order 2; if ι˝φ decomposes as in (7.2), then Sφ has order 2#I´1.
Theorem ([2, Theorems 1.5.1 and 2.2.1], [28, Theorem 1.5.1]). Suppose that F is of charac-
teristic zero. There is a natural surjective map from the set of discrete series representations
of G to ΦdiscpGq with finite fibres, characterised by an equality of stable distributions via
transfer to GL2N`1pCq. Moreover:
‚ the fibre of φ P ΦdiscpGq is in bijection with the set of characters of Sφ;
‚ the fibre Πφ of φ P ΦdiscpGq contains a cuspidal representation of G if and only if φ
is cuspidal, in which case Πφ X CusppGq is in bijection with the set of alternating
characters of Sφ.
We do not recall the definition of alternating character (see [28, §1.5]) but only recall that
if, for φ a cuspidal Langlands parameter as in (7.2), we set I0 “ tσi | σi is orthogonalu,
then there are 2#I0´1 alternating characters of Sφ. (Note that I0 is non-empty, since one of
the σi must be a quadratic character.) In particular, the L-packet of a cuspidal Langlands
parameter φ consists only of cuspidal representations if and only if mi “ 1, for all i P I (in
the description (7.2); that is, each self-dual irreducible representation of WF which appears
in φ is orthogonal and appears with multiplicity one. In this case, we say that φ is regular.
7.5. We say that a wild parameter V is self-dual if it is self-dual as a representation ofPF ,
in which case detpVq is trivial (since p is odd).
Given a self-dual wild parameter, we would like to see that there is a unique choice of
orthogonal structure on it. This is indeed a special case of the following result on the
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existence and uniqueness of orthogonal structures on self-dual representations of groups of
odd order.
Proposition. Let G be a finite group of odd order and let V be a finite dimensional complex
representation of G . If V is self-dual, then V is orthogonal: there is on V a G -invariant
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form; moreover such a form is unique up to the action
of AutG pVq.
In other words, a self-dual representation of G is underlying a unique (up to isomorphism)
orthogonal representation.
Proof. As G has odd order, the only self-dual irreducible representation of G is the trivial
representation 1G . For an irreducible representation γ of G , let Vpγq be the γ-isotypic
component of V , and put Vγ “ HomG pγ,Vq, so that Vpγq decomposes canonically as γbVγ.
Then V is self-dual if and only if Vγ and Vγ_ have the same dimension for all γ.
Assume V is self-dual. For any G -invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on V ,
we can write V as the orthogonal direct sum of its subspaces Vp1G q and Vpγq‘Vpγ_q, for γ
running through a set of representatives of the non-trivial irreducible representations up
to contragredient. On Vp1G q, where G acts trivially, there is a non-degenerate symmetric
bilinear form, unique up to the action of AutpVp1G qq.
Therefore, for existence and uniqueness, it is enough to consider the case where V “ Vpγq‘
Vpγ_q, for some non-trivial γ. Then the dual of Vpγq is γ_bpVγq˚, whereas the dual of Vpγ_q
is γ b pVγ_q˚. An isomorphism j : V Ñ V_ (that is, a self-duality on V) is the direct sum
of Idγb i and Idγ_ b i1, where i is an isomorphism of Vγ onto pVγ_q˚, and i1 an isomorphism
of Vγ_ onto pVγq˚. The self-duality is orthogonal if and only if i and i1 are transpose to each
other.
Obviously there exists then an orthogonal structure on V , and moreover all such structures
are given by the choice of i (with i1 its transpose). Since AutG pVq, which is the prod-
uct AutpVγq ˆ AutpVγ_q, acts transitively on the set of i, we have uniqueness too. 
7.6. Now let V be an n-dimensional self-dual wild parameter over F . By 7.5 Proposition, V
then carries aPF -invariant nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, unique up to the action
of AutPF pVq. Thus we can regard V as a homomorphism ψ :PF Ñ SOpVq » SOnpCq.
For γ P IrrpPF q, we write Vrγs for the component of V corresponding to the orbit of γ
under WF ; that is Vrγs “ řgPWF Vpgγq. We consider the stabiliser in SOpVq of the self-dual
decomposition
V “ à
WF z IrrpPF q
Vrγs
and say that V is discrete if this stabiliser is contained in no proper Levi subgroup of SOpVq.
Equivalently, the self-dual parameter V is discrete if and only if every orbit rγs in the support
of V (that is, such that Vrγs is non-zero) is self-dual.
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We write Ψsdn pF q for the set of equivalence classes of discrete self-dual n-dimensional wild pa-
rameters over F . Note that the restriction toPF of any discrete Langlands parameter for G
is a discrete self-dual wild parameter of dimension 2N`1, which explains the nomenclature.
Recall also that we have the set EE sdn pF q of self-dual endo-parameters of degree n over F ,
which consists of those endo-parameters of degree n with support in the set E sdpF q of self-
dual endo-classes. Then we have the following Ramification Theorem for G.
Theorem. The bijection (7.1) induces, for each N ě 1, a bijection EE sd2NpF q Ñ Ψsd2N`1pF q
which, when F is of characteristic zero, is compatible with the Langlands correspondence for
cuspidal representations of G:
CusppGq // //

ΦcusppGq

EE sd2NpF q „ // Ψsd2N`1pF q
The induced bijection EE sd2NpF q Ñ Ψsd2N`1pF q is not as obvious as in the case of general linear
groups. If we denote the bijection (7.1) by Θ ÞÑ rγpΘqs then the induced map is
(7.3)
ÿ
Θ
mΘΘ ÞÑ 1PF ‘
à
Θ
mΘrγpΘ2qs.
We remark also that this Theorem asserts that the restriction map ΦcusppGq Ñ Ψsd2N`1pF q
is surjective, so that every discrete self-dual wild parameter of dimension 2N ` 1 occurs as
the restriction of not only some discrete Langlands parameter for G but of some cuspidal
parameter. In fact, we show that it occurs as the restriction of a regular parameter (i.e. one
whose L-packet consists only of cuspidal representations).
Proof. Since the only irreducible self-dual representation of PF is the trivial representation
(so the only odd-dimensional self-dual class rγs is that of the trivial representation), while
the squaring map on endo-classes is a bijection (since p is odd), it is clear that (7.3) defines a
bijection. Its compatibility with the Langlands correspondence is now just a reinterpretation
of 2.8 Theorem, using 7.3 Theorem.
It remains to prove that the vertical maps are surjective. We prove that the map on the right
is surjective, and then surjectivity on the left follows. So let V “Àmrγsrγs be a p2N ` 1q-
dimensional self-dual wild parameter (where the sum is over the WF orbits in IrrpPF q as
usual). We will define a regular Langlands parameter σ “ Àσrγs for G such that σrγs
restricts to Vrγs “ mrγsrγs.
Let γ P IrrpPF q be a non-trivial representation. If mrγs “ 0 then we put σrγs “ t0u so
assume mrγs ą 0, in which case the orbit rγs is self-dual. Let Θ be corresponding (self-dual)
endo-class and let E{Eo be the quadratic extension associated to a skew simple stratum
which has a simple character with endo-class Θ. We pick non-negative integers m1,m2
with m1 `m2 “ mrγs such that:
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(i) m1,m2 are odd or 0 if E{Eo is unramified;
(ii) m1,m2 are even or 1 if E{Eo is ramified.
For i “ 1, 2 we put ni “ mi degpΘq. Then, by 7.2 Lemma, there exist inequivalent or-
thogonal self-dual cuspidal representations ρ1, ρ2 of GLn1pF q,GLn2pF q respectively, both
with endo-class Θ. Let σ1, σ2 denote the corresponding Langlands parameters, which are
orthogonal and, put σrγs “ σ1 ‘ σ2; then the restriction of σrγs to PF is Vrγs, as required,
by 7.1 Theorem.
Finally, put m “ mr1PF s´ 1, which is even. By 7.2 Lemma, there is an orthogonal self-dual
depth zero cuspidal representation of GLmpF q, and let δ be the corresponding representation
of WF . We put σr1PF s “ δ ‘ ω, where ω “ detpδq
ś
rγs‰r1PF s detσrγs.
Then σ “Àrγs σrγs is a regular cuspidal Langlands parameter for G which restricts to V . 
7.7. In the proof of 7.6 Theorem we saw that, for any self-dual wild parameter V of odd
dimension, there is a regular Langlands parameter for G which restricts to V . As well as
this, one can (in general) cook up other examples of Langlands parameters which restrict
to V and are highly irregular. Since we find it amusing, we include here a description of how
to find a highly irregular Langlands parameter which restricts to V .
We begin with the following observation, which is just the translation of 7.2 Lemma (withm “
1) to Galois representations. Suppose γ P IrrpPF q is non-trivial with self-dual WF -orbit.
Then there are four self-dual representations of WF whose restriction to PF is rγs, two
of which are orthogonal and two of which are symplectic. We write σγ,1, σγ,2 for the two
orthogonal ones, and σγ,3, σγ,4 for the two symplectic ones.
Now we decompose V “Àmrγsrγs as above. As before, we will define a Langlands param-
eter σ “Àσrγs, with σrγs|PF “ mrγsrγs. We will obtain a parameter which is not regular
whenever either mr1PF s ą 3 or mrγs ą 1, for some non-trivial self-dual rγs.
By Lagrange’s 4-squares theorem, we can find non-negative integers such that
4mrγs ` 2 “ a21 ` a22 ` a23 ` a24.
Moreover, two of the ai are even and the other two odd. We label them so that a1, a2 are
even and a3, a4 are odd and, when mrγs “ 2, we take the solution with a1 “ a2 “ 0. Then
we set
σrγs “
4à
i“1
σγ,i b pStai´1‘ Stai´3‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ q ,
where we understand that we ignore the terms on the right where ai ď 1.
Finally, write ω1 “ śrγs‰r1PF s detσrγs, which is a quadratic character, and let ω2, ω3, ω4
denote the other three quadratic characters. Again, there are non-negative integers such
that
mr1PF s “ a21 ` a22 ` a23 ` a24.
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Since mr1PF s is odd, there is exactly one ai which has opposite parity to the other three,
and we choose our numbering so that this is a1. Then we take
σr1PF s “
4à
i“1
ωi b pSt2ai´1‘ St2ai´3‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ St1q ,
where, again, we ignore the terms for which ai “ 0.
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